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Locus soLus PubLishing

About Leor Literary Agency

A French based agency

Located in Vannes, Western France and in Lille, Northern France, Leor litera-
ry agency is a foreign and domestic rights agency. We work on a behalf of a 
broad group of French publishers and promote their catalogues on the inter-
national literary scene.

French excellence

By selling translation rights on behalf of their clients, our agents aim to pro-
mote French excellence across the world and always make sure to remain 
sharp and frosty as they prospect new deals for publishers as well as writers. 
French literature thrives far beyond the country’s borders especially when it 
comes to children’s books, comics and fiction.

High quality indie publishers

With very dynamic publishing houses, like Locus Solus, Apogée or la Pim-
pante, whose ambition and high standards are often welcomed warmly by 
foreign publishers, independent French publishers are indeed very active and 
allow Leor literary agency to promote French culture overseas.

The team
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Co-Founder / Manager

Literary Agent
yannaelle[@]leor.bzh

Jean-Pierre Le Mat
Co-Founder

Jérome Delattre
Manager

Marketing executive
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Fiction publishers

Locus soLus PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Locus Solus is the perfect publishing house for any reader in search of ex-
cellent fiction and non-fiction books, created with a high sense of aesthetic. 
From their colourful youth literature to mesmerizing Nature books and thought-
ful essays, Locus Solus is a talented and ambitious company.

Published genres: Art | Graphic Novels | Non-Fiction | Illustrated Books | 
Children’s books | Juvenile Novels | Thrillers | Sci-Fi

FaraLonn PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Faralonn éditions is a publishing house originally from Saint-Etienne. It is 
oriented towards imaginary literature, youth, teens, young adults, fantasy, pa-
ranormal thriller but not only that. Soon 3 new collections will see the light of 
day: comics, graphic novels, Western-Fantasy.

Published genres: Thrillers | Sci-Fi | Fantasy | Children’s Books | Juvenil 
Novels

La PLume et Le Parchemin PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••
Éditions la Plume et le Parchemin is a Reunionese publishing house speciali-
zing in fantasy for adults and young adults.

Published genres: Fantasy | Juvenil novels | Graphic Novels

angeLFaLL PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Angelfall editions is a young publishing house from Quinssaines (Montluçon, 
France). Since its origin, its vocation has been to discover new authors and to 
publish romance, children’s books and thrillers.

Published genres: Romance | Fantasy

hatanna PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Hatanna Editions is a publishing house originally from Gargas, France. It’s 
through its legend that Hatanna comes to life. Great devourer of books, pries-
tess of ancestral knowledge, it sails at night to publish during the day. In search 
of fantasy texts. 

Published genres: Adult Fantasy | Literary Fiction

Backlist

Backlist

Backlist

Backlist
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incePtio PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
If you are looking for a book to help you escape your daily life, Inception Edi-
tions might have just what you need. Proposing dystopian Science Fiction, ac-
tion-filled Fantasy and dark Thrillers, Inceptio publishes modern, original titles 
and takes the reader on a journey they will not forget.

Published genres: Fantasy | Sci-Fi | Young Adult | Juvenile Novels

La trace PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
La Trace Editions is above all a story of friendship, between authors, readers, 
booksellers, lovers of literature, stories, art, beautiful images... They want to 
publish what and who we really love and nothing else! To privilege the freedom 
of authors: they are looking above all for authors who are vagabonds, hermits, 
dissidents, word smugglers...

Published genres: Literary Fiction | Thrillers

Le temPs PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Le Temps publishing is a broad church for anyone who is looking for cheeky, 
culturally diverse books. This company, founded by seasoned publishers 
Thierry Jamet and Hélène Dupuis, aims to publish books that can connect 
people, no matter their age, culture or social background. Leor literary Agency 
manages the rights of their thriller collection “Noirs premiers” as well as of their 
Urban Fantasy titles.

Published genres: Art & Cinema | Thrillers | Fantasy | Children’s Books

Libre 2 Lire PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Libre 2 Lire editions is a publishing house from Aragon, France, and is oriented 
towards general literature, fantasy, thrillers and romance. It publishes all genres 
with one thing in common: to make readers want to “turn the page”, with quality 
writings that leave the feeling of having had a good time dreaming, existing, 
imagining …

Published genres: Sci-Fi | Fantasy | Romance | Contemporary Fiction

Backlist
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PLumes du Web PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Launched in November 2016, the young publishing house Plumes du Web 
was born from a simple observation: the relative complexity, for an author who 
has made his debut on the Web, of finding a professional able to listen to his 
needs, his expectations and his dreams for recognition. Fantasy, romance, 
thriller, young adults, ... are genre published by Plumes du Web.

Published genres: Sci-Fi | Fantasy | Contemporary Romance | Historical 
Romance | Thrillers | Young Adult

tri nox PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TriNox editions (an imprint from Stephane Batigne éditions) open new doors 
to quality popular literature, varied, inventive. Historical novels, black novels, 
thrillers, fantasy, adventure novels, anticipation are the genres that they want 
to explore as a priority.

Published genres: Thrillers | Fantasy | Historical Fantasy

Yoran embanner PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Yoran Embanner publishing is a house dedicated to the promotion and de-
fence of European national minorities. With high-quality dictionaries of rare 
languages and historical books about cultural minorities in Europe, Yoran Em-
banner actively advocates for a more culturally sensitive Europe so that no 
one, no matter where they come from, ever feels left out.

Published genres: Historical Fiction | Non-Fiction | Illustrated Books | Es-
says

aPogée PubLishing •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
This publishing house is open to the pleasure of meeting, with the ambition of 
sharing beauty, creation, talent, ideas, visual artists in their universe of shapes 
and colors, renowned academics, poets and writers have wanted to give to 
read their imaginations, their experiences and their research. Apogée éditions 
is mostly specialized in Non-Fiction.

Published genres: Non-Fiction | Philosophy | Social Science | Travel

m + PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
M+ editions was created in 2018 and has a generalist orientation. They spe-
cialize in contemporary litterature, thrillers, fantasy, science-fiction, romance 
and spirituality.

Published genres: Thrillers | Romance | Children’s Book

Backlist

Backlist
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shingFoo PubLishing ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Shingfoo is a young publishing house specilized in romance and fantasy ro-
mance.

Published genres: Contemporary Romance

Backlist
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FORMAT: 220 x 144 | PAGES: 300 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 79,000 appx. | PRICE: 16.80 € | PUB DATE: 06/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

CHARLIE BLUES, BADASS BOY

Frédéric Zumbiehl

THRILLER

The Work
Charlie Blues is an adventurous aviator and a real flirt. 
He also has an annoying tendency to get into trouble. 

One day, he offers to transport anything in his plane 
that someone with the cash to pay might want, whether 
legally or illegally. When he is offered a million dollars, 
he can’t resist and immediately sets off on a trip around 
the Mediterranean towards Afghanistan.

Charlie Blues does not have a restful trip as the plane’s 
cargo attracts the greedy attention of the Ku Klux Klan, 
the CIA, cults and even the Russian mafia. Luckily 
though, our hero can always count on his talented 
sidekick Valentino Ashanti to make sure he always lands 
safely and in one piece. Always armed with his sense of 
humour, regardless of the circumstances, Charlie Blues 
tells us about his adventures, his moods and his gaffes, 
making light of them despite the danger.

The Author
After a career as a fighter pilot and as a professional 
aerial advertising pilot, Frédéric Zumbiehl turned to 
writing comic albums and novels, particularly detective 
stories and thrillers. He is the author of, among many 
other, Buck Danny (Dupuis Publishing) and the Tanguy et 
Laverdure series (Dargaud Publishing).

Key Sales Points
- The story is told in Charlie’s own voice, plunging 
readers first-hand into his hectic subplots and 
adventures.
- A comic action novel that takes the reader into a crazy 
epic! A great philosophy of life, full of action, humor 
and decadence.
- In this novel, the reader will find our heroes, dreamlike 
landscapes, beautiful women, clichéd bad guys, action, 
and much more.

An illegal cargo aboard a private plane attracts 
the greedy attention of the Ku Klux Klan, the 
CIA, cults and even the Russian mafia.“ ”

FORMAT: 130 x 200 | PAGES: 316 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 50,000 appx. | PRICE: 19€ | PUB DATE: 07/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

THE ASSASSIN’S TRIAD

Christian Blanchard

THRILLER

The Work
1989. At the request of a police officer, a young archi-
vist carries out researches in newspapers published at 
the end of the sixties. He has to find press articles on 
the disappearance of a young woman who was found 
dead and abandoned in the city’s sewers. 

The following year, the police officer who had initiated 
the investigation disappears without a trace. He reap-
pears fourteen years later, haunted, wandering through 
the city center. 

During all this time, dozens of people from different 
ethnic groups, sizes and genders died violently. They all 
have one thing in common: they are missing the last 
phalanx on their right little finger. 

The triad of the killer: a victim, a tormentor and a 
savior. An archivist, Eddy; a policeman, Oissel and a 
cleaner... Red and black ants fighting a fierce battle and 
a chessboard filled with small vials. A mother, a father 
and a son. A closed door from which no one will come 
out unscathed.

The Author
Christian Blanchard is the author of several dark novels 
and thrillers published by Belfond (Iboga, La mer qui prend 
l’homme, Seul avec la nuit, Angkar). The themes addressed in 
his novels have their origins in social realities and are 
centered on manipulation, dependence and human 
conditioning.

Key Sales Points
- The author has focused his plot on manipulation, 
addiction and human conditioning.
- This disturbing and fascinating novel is based on the 
diabolical triangle of tormentor-victim-saviour. A 
dramatic triangle that will leave no one unscathed...

An assassin subjects his victims to a long 
conditioning, a monstrous experience aimed 
at shaping their subconscious.“ ”
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FORMAT: 220 x 145 | PAGES: 240 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 60 000 appx. | PRICE: 14.90€ | PUB DATE: 04/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

INTERNATO

Céline Servat

THRILLER

The Work
Gustave is a 17-year-old boy living alone with his father. 
The latter decides to send him to the same boarding 
school he attended at his age. The young man is then 
sent to Buenos Aires for a language trip, cut off from 
the outside world. Although usually a loner, he meets 
new friends, Augusto, Heinrich and Gunther, but 
something is not right. The young man quickly falls 
apart, and the nightmare begins.
At the same time, we get to know the young Gabriela 
who describes her life at the age of 16 through her inti-
mate letters. She is afraid of dying in this prison and of 
never knowing the child she is carrying.
At an interval of 17 years, Gabriela and Gustave both 
come to know the secrets of the school and share the 
same terror of its teachers and students. Indeed, the 
Perón boarding school has strange morals – and that is 
especially true of its head, Colonel Perez. This soldier 
seems to know neither laws nor limits and runs his 
boarding school with an iron fist. In his school, one 
learns about manipulation and torture, as well as the 
doctrine of all former despots. The colonel’s objective 
is to form an elite of authoritarian rulers, free of any 
emotion.

But, with the intervention of the Shadow, a mysterious 
and calculating character, will the massacre last much 
longer? Or will fear change sides?

The Author
Céline Servat is a social worker but has always loved 
writing. Her work is notable for its captivating short 
stories, several of which have won awards.

Key Sales Points
– Internato is the first in a trilogy inspired by the histo-
rical facts of the torturers of Franco’s Spain and Nazi 
Germany.
– An enlightened and faithful description of the inter-
rogation rooms, jails and historical sites of suffering 
linked to dictatorship.
– An intense book where multiple stories lead to the 
resolution of a common plot.

Gustave and Gabriela are prisoners of a 
boarding school worthy of history’s darkest 
periods. Will they come out of this night-
mare unscathed?“ ”

FORMAT: 145 x 220 | PAGES: 180 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 45,000 appx. | PRICE: 14.80€ | PUB DATE: 04/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

THE SILENCE OF THE EARTH

Emmanuel de Scorraille

THRILLER

The Work
Eric finds an intriguing trunk while visiting his aunt’s 
holiday home. And it intrigues him for good reason, for 
it holds many clues about the lacklustre past of the 
Domaine de Conssé which has been the family estate 
for generations.

When Eric finds a picture of a German man in the trunk, 
tongues are loosened and stirred memories quickly 
come to the surface. These lead him on the trail of an 
assassination connected to his family and the reader is 
drawn into an account of a period in the First World 
War when the area fell under German occupation. 

Step by step, Eric tries to unravel the thread of history 
and the harsh acts committed during this time. He 
reconnects with his family’s ugly past and gradually 
discovers the information his aunt has always sought to 
hide from him.

The Author
Emmanuel de Scorraille is a postgraduate in economics 
(ESLSCA), after graduating in law from the University of 
Paris II. In 2016, he graduated with a degree in cultural 
history from the University of Versailles-Saint-Quentin-
en-Yvelines. He is also the author of M, l’aube de la vie (M, 
dawn of life) and Grégoire : Les jours d’après... (Grégoire : The 
days after...), by Sydney Laurent Editions.

Key Sales Points
- A historical retrospective that plunges us into a diffi-
cult period of history.
- Readers are carried away by the main character’s inves-
tigation, accompanying him in the search for for his 
origins and the secrets of the past.

When Eric opens a trunk, the trail of a 
wartime assassination tarnishes his 
family history.“ ”
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FORMAT: 220 x 145 | PAGES: 544 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 155,000 appx. | PRICE: 19.90€ | PUB DATE: 10/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

Ö, THE REVEALING ANGEL 

Frédéric Zumbiehl

THRILLER

The Work
Ö has sent a message to the whole world with precise 
revelations about its leaders. The objective? No one 
knows. But as a consequence, the world of politics and 
finance rocks. Peoples rise up and Ö’s letters are read 
as a gospel. Everybody, in each corner of the world, is 
looking for this mysterious whistle-blower. They are all 
bound by one and the same entity, Ö, who might be a 
person, a helper, a whistle-blower, an angel, a demon... 
Who knows?
As investigations, plots, attacks and assassinations cross 
paths, Ö remotely guides two journalists, Noa and 
Angela, towards the possibility of a new peaceful world 
order whose secrets they must unravel. Meanwhile, 
everything gets involved with Vatican affaires, a world 
of ill-intentioned clerics who are compromised by Ö, 
and in the heart of NSA, a special unit is working to find 
out where Ö comes from.
Noa and Angela are helped by many protagonists as 
they flee the ecclesiastical powers and leave the  bodies 
quickly piling up behind them. This book reflects upon 
the condition and place of the spheres of political, reli-
gious and economic power in today’s world and an 
alternative represented by this “revealing angel”, Ö.

The Author
After a career as a fighter pilot and as a professional 
aerial advertising pilot, Frédéric Zumbiehl turned to 
writing comic albums and novels, particularly detective 
stories and thrillers. He is the author of, among many 
others, Buck Danny (Dupuis Publishing) and the Tanguy et 
Laverdure series (Dargaud Publishing).

Key Sales Points
- A captivating thriller with multiple points of view and 
plots, all linked to the same unknown factor: Ö.
- A constant rhythm that keeps readers on the edges of 
their seats until the end.

Ö, a whistle-blower, makes an enigmatic 
appeal to the whole world, becoming the 
main target of national, international and 
criminal organisations.“ ”

FORMAT: 220 x 145 | PAGES: 400 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 95,000 appx. | PRICE: 16.80€ | PUB DATE: 02/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

OSKAL

Guillaume Coquery

THRILLER

The Work
Oskal is the first work in a trilogy about a murder case.
Powerful forces combine to oppose the investigators. 
In summer 2010, in Besançon, a female jogger disap-
pears. At the scene, the DNA of a member of the 
Prefect’s family is found but shortly afterwards the 
DNA file is erased and the case is buried.

In 2018, near Toulouse, Captain Damien Sergent takes 
his son to the circus, but the end of the show turns to 
tragedy when the young performer, Irina, is found 
dead. At first, the investigators think she might have 
killed herself but they soon understand that what 
seems like suicide is a cover-up for murder. The inves-
tigation leads step by step to a case that had been 
buried 8 years previously in Besançon, and the docu-
ments have mysteriously disappeared.

In Besançon, Captain Sergent’s team face powerful, 
influential people who will do anything to make sure 
their secrets are not revealed. The captain and his team 
have to work operate on hostile terrain, redoubling 
their efforts to make the link between their two cases 
and solve the puzzle of this incredible investigation.

The Author
Guillaume Coquery is a technician and machine desi-
gner from Saint-Gaudens in South-Western France. 
With Oksal, the first work in a trilogy, he has won several 
prizes in short story competitions.

Key Sales Points
- A thriller with a well-crafted plot and multiple twists 
and turns.
- Informed by extensive research into Russia and the 
mafia. 
- Each character has a unique history and personality 
that contributes to the cohesiveness and coherence of 
the story.

Strange murders in Besançon and Toulouse 
are carefully hushed up. Captain Damien 
Sergent and his team lead the investigation 
to unmask the influential murderers.“ ”
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FORMAT: 150 x 235 | PAGES: 552 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 195,000 appx. | PRICE: 16.80€ | PUB DATE: 04/20
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

SHAÏTAN

Armand Bernardi

THRILLER

The Work
One day, on the way back from his pilgrimage to Mecca, 
Salem, an old Bedouin, finds an abandoned baby in a 
large oil puddle. He calls him Sadd, and decides to raise 
him as his son. But something intrigues him: the letter 
Shin on the baby’s shoulder, the 13th letter of the Arabic 
alphabet. Salem thinks it is a sign from God that Sadd 
will have a great role in the destiny of all Muslims.
Not far from there, Salmane, who was living from the 
slave trade, decides to switch to extracting raw mate-
rials. This Lebanese man is ready for anything to gain 
more power, including commercial and political 
machinations.
Despite having diametrically opposed behaviour and 
education, Sadd and Salmane are two orphans whose 
destinies are inextricably bound together. It is when 
Sadd is chased by bloodthirsty fundamentalists that 
Salmane fulfils his role as Shaïtan and takes him in... or 
traps him. Soon Salman and Sadd set out on the great 
pilgrimage to Mecca, but while Sadd heads for the holy 
city to get closer to God, Salman seeks to get his hands 
on all the oil in Arabia, and on a billion Muslims. 
Will Sadd succeed in thwarting his protector’s satanic 
plans?

The Author
Armand Bernardi is an author and a screenwriter for 
films and TV series, who specializes in approaches to 
spirituality and recounts a version of Islam in fiction to 
awaken consciences about it.

Key Sales Points
- The beautiful, mystical and often poetic writing, allows 
readers to immerse themselves in the story and be 
carried along by its schemes and plots as they unfold.
- The Arab world is described with precision and the 
reader really has the sensation of discovering the 
Arabian Peninsula in the company of the author. He can 
smell the aromas of the Lebanese dishes, he suffers 
from crossing long desert and mountainous stretches. 
The heat of the sun oppresses him and above all he gets 
attached to the destiny of Sadd, the son of Salem, 
propelled on the road to Shaïtan.

Whoever controls the Holy City will get his 
hands on the oil of Arabia. Two orphans 
whose destinies are bound together, find 
themselves facing each other in a religious 
race to conquer Mecca.“ ”

FORMAT: 220 x 160 | PAGES: 504 | ILLUSTRATIONS: /
WORDS: 137,000 appx. | PRICE: 19.90€ | PUB DATE: 10/18
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE

Yannaelle Boucher-Durand ● Foreign Rights Agent ● e-mail: yannaelle@leor.bzh ● +33 7 67 69 39 13 ● www.leor.bzh 
Agence littéraire Leor, 141 rue du commerce, PIBS, CS 82605, 56011 Vannes Cedex, France

TITANS

Frédéric Zumbiehl

THRILLER

The Work
After the Cold War, the American army wants to 
increase its hold over the world by creating a geostrate-
gic weapon of unprecedented force, thanks to the 
power of the weather. To do so, it creates a huge, revo-
lutionary oil platform called Titan.
For her part, Ellen is a world-renowned parapsycholo-
gist. Hellman, Ellen’s former mentor, leads her to contri-
bute to a world-class scientific and parapsychological 
experiment on Titan. She and her son Matthias travel 
to the American station and take part in developing 
the climate weapon with the help of other psycholo-
gists. When, cut off from the rest of the world, Ellen 
and her scientific team realize the trap that has been 
set for them, it is too late.
Unimaginably powerful American forces have already 
been unleashed and the terrifying climate weapon now 
threatens all of humanity. They only have 48 hours to 
get out of this nightmare. By manipulating the climate, 
and with the power of spirits, the protagonists have to 
fight their manipulator’s madness and his control of the 
elements. 
Ellen must thwart Hellman’s machiavellian plan. How far 
will the psychic manipulations go?

The Author
After a career as a fighter pilot and as a professional 
aerial advertising pilot, Frédéric Zumbiehl turned to 
writing comic albums and novels, particularly detective 
stories and thrillers. He is the author of, among many 
others, Buck Danny (Dupuis Publishing) and the Tanguy et 
Laverdure series (Dargaud Publishing).

Key Sales Points
- The action is fast-past throughout the book and 
readers quickly become attached to Ellen and her son 
as they follow their adventures.
- A deep reflection on current world politics, climate, 
human development and military research.
- A world that mixes fantasy, parapsychology and a 
unique reality.

Ellen is trapped in a plot to build a 
climate weapon but by the time she 
realizes, it is already too late.“ ”
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A MOMENT OF BALANCE

Sandrine Chemison

THRILLER

The Work
Aren’t our parents meant to be our first protectors and 
prepare us to lead full and happy lives? Unfortunately, 
some people are not so lucky and Anne-Lise is one of 
them. She will soon be 18 years old but she looks 13. Her 
absent mother, an alcoholic, leaves home one day, 
forcing the young teenager is to stay behind with her 
stepfather. 
Her life quickly becomes horrendous. She has to avoid 
provoking Tremond and leave him alone when he is 
drunk, so that he can have a break - or otherwise she 
will get a beating. Fortunately though, Madame 
Huguette, the neighbour, opens the door to her, but 
be careful, just open it for now, but don’t go in because 
if Tremond finds out...
Until the day when the police come to her home to 
investigate her stepfather for murder. At the head of 
the brigade is a young officer called Maud who is struck 
by the state in which she finds Anne-Lise’s. Little by 
little, a kind of complicity is born between them.
But Anne-Lise is filled by a rush of hatred. She feels she 
has no choice but to get away, to leave this world into 
which she did not ask to come... in any way she can.

The Author
Sandrine Chemison comes from the Charente region of 
Western France and this her first novel. This confident 
fifty-year-old enjoys life to the full, infecting her belo-
ved friends and family with energy. She also wishes to 
help those young people who fully involve themselves 
professionally without compromise.

Key Sales Points
- Impossible to put down. The story draws you in, 
moving and sometimes upsetting you.
- A difficult subject and carefully chosen words that 
clash enyoyably, progressively laying the stones of a 
deliciously exciting suspense story.

Anne-Lise will soon be 18 years old but she 
looks 13. She has to avoid provoking her 
stepfather, not to get beatten. Until the day 
she is filled by a rush of hatred...“ ”
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TO SEE YOU AGAIN

Pierre-Emmanuel Marais

THRILLER

The Work
When video director Gregory Millar meets Leila Houria, 
he has no idea that his life is about to change.  
At the end of his studies as a journalist, he had worked 
on a documentary project about the Ganz network, a 
powerful network mixing various trafficking and terro-
rist financing. At its head is Peter Ganz, a man whose 
whereabouts are unknown and whose very existence is 
unknown. 
When Leila contacts him and mentions a CD that would 
prove that Ganz exists, that he is still alive, he believes 
he has a new chance to succeed in journalism. But 
when Pierre Calloc’h, a crooked lawyer working for the 
Ganz network, arrives, things get even more compli-
cated. Especially since he is a distant member of Grego-
ry’s family. Under the cover of a legal advice mission for 
a company in financial difficulties, he aims to get Leila 
back into the organization.
Between organized crime, chase and family conspiracy, 
Gregory Millar will find himself at the heart of a game 
that is bigger than him and that will undermine all his 
certainties, even the very integrity of his close relations 
and his family.

The Author
Pierre-Emmanuel Marais is the author of 11 novels and 
a member of the Nantes town council (France). He is a 
delegate for linguistic, pedagogical and cultural diver-
sity and for actions around schools.
He is also the author of several books, including the 
novel Alje 1957 which received the Langleiz Prize.

Key Sales Points
- A breathtaking dark novel mixing family intrigues, 
crime and terrorism.

When video director Greg Millar meets Leila 
Houria, he has no idea that his life is about to 
change, that the shadows hovering around 
Leila will tear him away from his uneventful life.“ ”
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WITHOUT THEM
Liam Fost

THRILLER

The Work
Faced with the sudden disappearance of his wife and 
only daughter in a car accident, Adam Weiss’ life is 
turned upside down. Devastated, he struggles not to 
let his memories fade away.

As he gradually regains a taste for life, new revelations 
about the accident revive his pain. Adam’s beliefs are 
shattered.

Paranormal phenomena or lies surrounding the tragedy? 
Could they be alive? Is he desperately sinking into 
madness?

The Author
Liam Frost has always been passionate about reading 
and quickly discovered the pleasure of writing. He draws 
his inspiration from various readings ranging from 
Stephen King to Bret Easton Ellis. He began writing short 
stories and then published two novels: Volatilisés and Cry 
for help which won the Fyctia thriller award.

Key Sales Points
- A story skillfully mixing drama, investigation and 
suspense.
- By the author of Cry for Help, winner of the Fyctia award  
for thrillers, and counting more than 200,000 
wattpad readings.

Following the sudden disappearance of his 
wife and only daughter in a car accident, 
Adam seems to be witnessing paranormal 
phenomenas.“ ”
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TO THE POINT 
OF MADNESS

Cindy Lia

THRILLER

The Work
As a nurse, recently qualified in psychiatry, Alicia joins 
the team at Center Hospital, an old institution in the 
heart of New York whose legends come before its 
reputation. The building itself holds its share of myste-
ries, including secrets and inexplicable phenomena. 
Starting with Julian, a patient with a fiery temperament 
who, though barely arrived, is already giving the medi-
cal teams there a hard time.

While the law of silence reigns within the hospital’s 
walls, Alicia finds herself at the heart of a series of 
unsolved murders that quickly plunges her into an 
investigation at the risk of her own life.

Between attachment and distrust, she no longer knows 
if she can trust her instinct or who to trust. Because 
within a psychiatric hospital, a demon hides in everyone, 
whether sick or medical staf.

The Author
Cindy Lia lives in the Paris area. Since her childhood, she 
has dreamt of travelling, of wide open spaces and diffe-
rent landscapes and cultures. Although she has not 
been there yet, the United States is an inexhaustible 
source of inspiration. She enjoys writing roles for strong, 
independent heroines... And mysterious men who chase 
after them.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon Bestsellers Rank: #28 Medico-Scientific Thril-
lers (August 2020).
- A dark, disturbing atmosphere against a romantic 
backdrop with a heroine who is fearless, despite her 
flaws and a worrying, unsettling hero.
- A nerve-wracking suspense where anything might 
happen at any time.
- A devilish and enthralling plot, skillfully managed by 
the author.

In a psychiatric hospital, a nurse finds herself 
at the heart a series of unsolved murder in 
which she seems to be mysteriously linked.“ ”
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THE ELEVEN ORPHANS 
 OF MRS. LI

Pascal Vatinel

THRILLER

The Work
In charge of protecting a 5-year-old orphan girl wanted 
by the police, inspector Wen meets Ms. Li, the director 
of an uncommon orphanage. A place that houses child-
ren whose parents have been sentenced to death: 
disgraced children casted aside by the society.
She agrees to hide little Wang Hua and in return, makes 
the police officer promise to investigate the recent and 
worrying disappearances of eleven of her protégés.
Gradually found dead across the streets of Beijing, 
many of them are showing traces of Crystal in their 
blood. This “happiness drug” causes devastating side 
effects that turn those who consume it into human 
bombs. Little present in China, it seems to be slowly 
spreading around the country via a network in which 
many children seem to find themselves drawn in.
During his investigation, Inspector Wen will discover 
that a strange link unites the orphanage with this crimi-
nal organization. But it is when little Wang Hua also 
disappears that the investigation takes on a whole new 
dimension for the police officer.
What dark secret hides behind the disappearances of 
the eleven children? And most of all behind the little 
5-year-old’s disappearance?

The Author
Pascal Vatinel is a renowned China specialist and 2013 
winner of the Institut Français’, Prix Stendhal. As well as 
having published many children’s books for Actes Sud 
Publishing, he has written several detective novels, 
published by Rouergue. Repeatedly recognized for the 
quality of his work, he was the chosen author of the 
prominent radio station France Inter in 2012 and was 
selected by the Fnac bookshop in 2013 for his novel 
Parce que le sang n’oublie pas. He also won the 2012 Dérives 
de l’Orient prize for L’Affaire du cuisinier chinois. On several 
occasions, he has been a finalist for the Intramuros Prize 
as well as the prestigious Cognac festival of detective 
fiction.

Key Sales Points
- Short-listed for the prestigious Cognac Award for 
French thrillers.
- An exotic thriller that give readers a glimpse of the 
shadowy side of a still mysterious China.
- A breathless, skilfully managed plot from beginning to 
end.
- A multiple-award-winning author, recognized by publi-
shers and critics for the quality of his work.

What dark secret hides behind the disap-
pearances of eleven children of an uncom-
mon Chinese orphanage?“ ”
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DISAPPEARANCE IN CAIRO

Elie Hanson

THRILLER

The Author(s)
Born in Cairo and qualified in translation and French lite-
rature, Élie Hanson is a globetrotter who lived on four 
continents before finally settling in Montreal. Following 
his contribution to Canadian culture with his novel Le 
Carnet Maudit, he was awarded the Queen Elizabeth II 
Diamond Jubilee Medal.

Key Sales Points
- The story depicts a critical period in Egypt, the Arab 
Spring uprising of 2011.
- The author does not take sides with either of the 
protagonists but tries to show the experience of the 
Egyptian people, the prejudices involved and the situa-
tion of the country’s women.

The Work
The Quebec journalist, Pierre Dagenais, is sent to Egypt 
to cover the events of the Arab Spring. The country has 
been in chaos since the popular uprising and a provi-
sional government is trying as best it can to hold on to 
the reins of power. 

When there is no news of Pierre, his cousin and lectu-
rer, Alain Thibault, decides to go looking for him. Disap-
pearance in Cairo is a thriller that takes us on a wild chase 
through the streets of the Egyptian capital. 

This is an exhilarating story that skillfully brings to life 
the revolts of 2011, events whose repercussions are still 
being felt today.

In Egypt, the Arab Spring uprising is leading 
the counrty into chaos. A journalist myste-
riously disapears, leaving his cousin with no 
news.“ ”
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FOR THE BEST AND  
THE LEAST WORST

Elie Hanson

THRILLER

The Author(s)
Born in Cairo, Élie Hanson is a globetrotter who lived on 
four continents before finally settling in Montreal. He is 
qualified in translation and French literature and has 
been awarded the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee 
Medal in recognition of his contribution to Canadian 
culture with the novel Le Carnet maudit.

Key Sales Points
- The author offers readers a rich store of surprises, deli-
vered as a flowing and thoroughly entertaining story 
which is hard to put down.
- A scene that takes place in the middle of a storm, far 
from civilization. As unsettling a story as one could wish 
for!

The Work
Caroline and Mathieu, a married couple, are drifting 
away. To undertake marital therapy they decide to go 
to the Al Fayed Estate in the Canadian mountains, a 
secluded place of civilization, where a psychiatrist with 
very unconventional methods helps couple to bond 
again.
On their way, under pouring rain, they discover a stop-
ped car, and inside the seats are covered in blood. As 
they can’t find anyone nearby, all they could do was call 
for help and continue on their way. 
Once at the estate, nothing happens as planned: 
instead of the luxurious stay they had imagined, they 
find themselves facing a series of disturbing events, 
drowning, kidnapping, confinement in a secure room to 
escape from criminals... 
Moreover, Mathieu is quickly accused of the murder of 
the man in the abandoned car.
Caroline and Mathieu will have to call upon all their 
courage and regain mutual trust to face the situations, 
because in this remote place in the mountains where 
the storm is raging everything is possible. 
Who is this Doctor La Pointe? And who is so angry with 
him?

A married couple who are drifting apart 
travel to a secluded place of civilization, to 
undergo marital therapy with a doctor who 
uses very unconventional methods.“ ”
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UNTIL THE FIRST WORD

Pascal Millet

THRILLER

The Work
When Marlène goes to her friend Josée’s home in the 
middle of the night, she expects to be alone in the old 
countryside house. However, she soon discovers that 
the place is now inhabited by a painter name Pierre. 

Despite a rocky first encounter, Marlène soon hopes 
Pierre will be able to help her with the curious case of 
her little companion: an 8 year old girl who doesn’t 
speak. An 8 year old girl suspected of having killed her 
own mother. An 8 year old girl that her father wants to 
see institutionalized.

As the two adults do everything in their power to help 
the traumatized child regain her speech, it appears that 
the truth is sometimes too hard to bear, or to speak 
about...

The Author
Pascal Millet divides his time between France and 
Quebec. A former whale guide and writer for the Cana-
dian Environment Ministry, he writes short stories, dark 
novels (published by XYZ, Les 400 coups, and Liv’Edi-
tions) and children’s books (Boréal), some of which have 
been translated into English and Spanish.

Key Sales Points
- A little book to be read rapidly and avidly.
- A tender, poignant story which is terribly moving.
- A dark novel where psychology plays a fundamental 
role.

A little girl who doesn’t speak, on the run 
with her nanny, is suspected to have killed 
her mother. But the truth is sometimes 
too hard to speak about...“ ”

Booksellers’ favorite
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Vaucluse, juin 1912.
Rosa Barloti 7 ans, disparaît dans un mystère absolu. 
On retrouvera seulement sa robe, ensanglantée, 
au pied d’un arbre. Sa famille a juré vengeance, 
peu importe le temps et la durée que cela prendra.
Une question d’honneur, au sein de ce clan Corse.

Vaucluse, septembre 2018.
Ange Barloti est lié par le sang à la petite Rosa. 
Il a juré de venger l’outrage fait aux siens
il y a plus d’un siècle. Mis à part son domaine, 
c’est la finalité de sa vie : laver l’honneur de sa lignée 
et trouver le descendant du coupable.

Bénédicte Rousset 
Elle a grandi dans le Vaucluse entre le petit atelier
d’imprimerie de son père et une mère institutrice. 
Professeur de Lettres Modernes, l’écriture lui permet 
d’explorer des recoins jusqu’alors ignorés d’elle-même, 
dans une tradition familiale qu’elle découvre.

« C’est avec une rare finesse que Bénédicte Rousset 
joue avec le lecteur et nous oblige à tourner les pages. 
Impressionnant de maitrise. Que dire sinon Bravo !»
Pierre Pouchairet, Prix du Quai des Orfèvres 2017.
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ROMILDA 

Benedicte Rousset

THRILLER

The Author(s)
Benedicte Rosset grew up in the Vaucluse in south-eas-
tern France where her father ran a small printing 
company and her mother was a schoolteacher. As a 
teacher of language and literature, writing has allowed 
her to explore hitherto unknown dimensions of herself 
and further a family tradition she is still discovering.

Key Sales Points
- A winner of the 2019 Leclerc Obscur prize for novel 
writing.
- A text which is full of poetry, mystery and emotion.
- Readers are for ever being led from shadow into light 
by the flowing and stylish writing.
- Extraordinary, mythical characters, full of gentleness 
and determination who have been forgotten in history 
books.

The Work
It was a feast day in Piolenc, a small town in the south 
of France, in the summer of 1912. The Barloti family had 
come from Corsica for a wedding. It was a day of drama 
too, for little Rosa, 7 years old, was to disappear in an 
shadowy mystery, leaving only her pretty pink dress to 
be found a few meters from the house, stained with 
blood. In this Corsican family, there is an extra chromo-
some, the V of revenge. However long it takes, honour 
will be upheld.

Piolenc, September 2018. Ange Barloti, great-grand-
cousin who manages the family estate, learns that the 
body of a child has been found when watching televi-
sion. It is indeed Rosa.

Romilda and Laura are friends with opposing persona-
lities. Laura is all modernity. Romilda, on the other 
hand, is harbouring wounds from her love life when a 
flood leads her to find a treasure - letters written by a 
soldier named Felix to his fiancée during the First World 
War. She then begins a correspondence that, like Ariad-
ne’s thread, leads to the path of truth.

In the summer of 1912 little Rosa, 7 years old, 
disappears. But in her Corsican family, there 
is an extra chromosome, the V of revenge. 
However long it takes, honour will be upheld.“ ”
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STENCH 
Benjamin Desmares

THRILLER

The Work
Nicolas Beaucel, a city policeman, thought he would 
find peace and a quiet job in a rural area in the west of 
France, to escape his past. But strange things happen: 
red-haired animals disappear, a sleepwalker wakes up in 
unlikely places and witnesses worrying events, the 
water treatment station is regularly clogged up... 

Then things get out of hand: two teenagers in love, 
Victor and Chloé, are assaulted in an abandoned buil-
ding and Léo, their friend, is discovered dead the next 
day in the same place. Victor soon becomes the main 
suspect in this violent death.

Are these events linked? Is the old man, accused by his 
neighbours of having abducted their animals, involved? 
What is hiding Hervé, the owner of the water treat-
ment station, who looks terrified? Nicolas will have to 
familiarise himself with the history of the village and its 
secrets in order to be able to sort out this case.

Well-kept secrets, tenacious hatreds, settling of scores, 
resentments and jealousies, all the crap accumulated 
over the years seems to want to resurface.

And it doesn’t smell good. Not good at all...

The Author
Originally from Cherbourg, Benjamin Desmares has 
lived near Redon in Brittany for many years. He has 
worked for several years, in performance arts for an 
organization that promotes social integration.
He is the author of several novels for teenagers and 
adults, published since 2015 by Editions du Rouergue. 
They include Des poings dans le ventre, which received the 
"Pépite" prize in the novel category at the Montreuil 
Youth Book Fair in 2017, and the post-apocalyptic, La 
Tribu des Désormais (2019).

Key Sales Points
- Winner of the “Mots de l’Ouest” award in 2020 in the 
“Thriller” category.
- A multi-awarded author recognized by critics.
- A rural crime novel whose main character is a modest 
local police officer, struggling with inner demons he 
thought he had left behind him.
- A dark, gloomy, odorous and terribly human novel 
where cowardice, remorse and regret intersect, as they 
do in life.

Well-kept secrets, stubborn hatreds, the 
settling of accounts and jealousies, all the 
filthy mess that has accumulated over the 
years seems to want to rise to the surface.“ ”
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VOICES IN THE NIGHT

Kevin Tondin

THRILLER

The Work
One evening, on board a train, Alicia, together with 
eight travellers, including a child and a baby, finds 
herself stuck in an obscure tunnel.

Suddenly, a voice rings out from the loudspeakers, 
warning them that every thirty minutes, the windows 
will open to let monsters in and that they will have to 
fight in order to survive. They will be free to leave 
provided they reach the score of 500 points. The death 
of each monster is worth 10 points, the death of a 
passenger is worth 100 points, that of a child is worth 
150 points and that of a baby is worth 200 points.

Will the passengers join forces to face the threat 
together or will the individual survival instinct lead 
them to slaughter each other?

Gradually, Alicia’s perception changes. She starts to see 
known faces instead of those of the monsters, then the 
voice of the speakers becomes a voice in her head, that 
orders her to kill.

Who is behind this strange deadly game, and what are 
its intentions? Is it survival instinct that drives Alicia to 
kill, or is it something deeper?

The Author
Kevin Tondin is an administrator for the Canton of 
Neuchâtel, Switzerland. He has been a keen writer since 
a teenager, when he began developing imaginary worlds 
through role-play books. He is influenced by the cinema 
and has discovered a passion for telling stories that take 
us to our personal boundaries and limits, combining 
terror and awareness, genius and madness.

Key Sales Points
- A breathtaking and addictive closed scenario that will 
not cease to surprise, perhaps making us look to see 
who is behind us!
- The author has impressively reproduced the delirium 
of a psychopathic killer.
- A well-crafted plot with a fast pace that leaves no time 
to catch our breath until the fall.

A strange deadly game aboard a train, 
leading the passengers to slaughter each 
other ─ the delirium of a psychopathic 
killer.“ ”
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UTOPIA
Victor-Emmanuel Brett

DYSTOPIA

The Work
Born from the ashes of our world, Utopia reigns over 
Elysia. The last refuge of Humanity where it has pros-
pered over the last two centuries. An egalitarian city 
that aims to fulfill every desire of its people. Where war 
is only a distant and bad memory. Where happiness is 
the watchword.

Caine and Elias are two young men who are opposed 
to each other in everything but one thing: they are 
about to turn eighteen. The age at which Elysia opens 
its doors to them. Their paths will be filled with obsta-
cles. While Elias, a dreamy and somewhat rebellious 
boy is convinced that the world can move forward and 
rebound, Caine is an ambitious young man who never 
hides his thirst for power.

From the ancient towers of Elysia to the confines of 
perilous lands, their discoveries will shatter all their 
certainties. Except for one: a secret lies behind Utopia. 

The Author
Victor-Emmanuel Brett is a pharmacist-biologist but 
has always been passionate about fiction. From crime 
novels to fantasy, or from thriller to science fiction, his 
readings have nourished this passion. It is naturally that 
he turned to writing.

Key Sales Points
- A universe mixing new technologies, powers, action 
and suspense.
- The book encourages the reader to question the very 
nature of humankind and its tendency to repeat the 
mistakes of the past.
- Whether it is the story, the characters, the plot or the 
messages behind the text, the novel is a large, multi-laye-
red millefeuille that will delight readers eager to reflect 
on society, but also fans of fantasy and science fiction. 

Have you ever dreamed of a world where 
everyone would be happy, where war would 
only be a distant and bad memory? Then Elysia 
is for you. Only, things are never that simple...“ ”
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THE SLEEP OF THE DAMNED

Pascal Millet

DYSTOPIA

The Work
In a near future, mankind has achieved everlasting life 
because, thanks to a technological procedure, the 
cellular ageing process has been stopped, and in some 
cases unbelievable physical and intellectual capacities 
have developed.
The Earth is dying though. Its population finally regains 
hope when the way towards colonizing the planet Mars 
is opened up. Unfortunately, however, power and 
money end up perverting humanity and the Mars 
project is diverted for the benefit of the wealthiest.
Anna and Jill are two strong young women fighting for 
their survival and freedom on Earth and Mars respec-
tively. Although they are opposed in every way, they 
are, unknowingly, deeply connected to each other. Jill 
will do her utmost to find out what binds her to this 
unknown stranger from another planet but her quest 
will be fraught with difficulties. The hierarchical system 
on Mars is based on very advanced technology and 
strongly limits any form of rebellion.
Will Anna and Jill be able to face up to this violence and 
find each other? And most importantly, will they be 
able to find out what it is that binds them together?

The Author
Pascal Millet divides his time between France and 
Quebec. He writes short stories, thrillers and youth 
novels, notably including Ton visage, Animal and Pas de pois-
son pour le réveillon.

Key Sales Points
- In this high-tech dystopia, we find a scenario that 
seems evermore possible, that of improved technology, 
an uninhabitable Earth and a project to colonise Mars.
- A reflection on a wealthy elite that only acts in its own 
interest, leading to unprecedented violence in the 
world.

Two human colonies compete with each other, 
one on Earth and the other on Mars where 
power and money have perverted humanity.“ ”
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EVERLASTING 
Juliette Pierce

DYSTOPIA

The Work
"True love is real and Soulmate will find yours." This is 
how Everlasting sells Soulmates, its revolutionary 
software which is supposed to put an end to the inexo-
rable decline in the birth rate. In this post-apocalyptic 
world, submitting to the choice of the algorithm that 
can find your Soulemate, and wearing the related 
tattoo, quickly becomes obligatory to keep your job, 
live in the best neighborhoods, and have a decent 
future.

Except that As’ results are negative: "No correspon-
dence in the database". Unable to face her future 
without this vital soulmate, As eventually recovers 
hope when Everlasting offers her to test a new version 
of the software.

A few days, after the injection of Soulmates 2, As’ 
tattoo appears. Over time, she penetrates the thoughts 
and feelings of her soulmate. 

Each system has its flaws and she is about to discover 
just how bad it can get.

The Author
As a full time dreamer and a keen lover of imaginary 
worlds, Juliette Pierce has graduated from Hogwarts and 
knows the Three Laws of Robotics by heart. Writing has 
always been her passion and Everlasting, her first publi-
shed novel, fits her preferred genre, science fiction. 
Curious about everything, she also takes advantage of 
her student status to read, travel, soak up music and 
movies, and binge on series.

Key Sales Points
- A appropriately flowing, philosophical writing style 
that encourages reflection.
- A reflection on technology, who governs the world 
and who judges the value of an individual in society.
- The story questions the reader: What is true love? Can 
we be made to love? Can we live without it?

A revolutionary software is supposed to 
put an end to the decline in the birth rate 
by submitting the choice of your Soule-
mate to an algorithm.“ ”
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STRANGERS, VOL. 1

Cara Solak

DYSTOPIA

The Work
A globally used pesticide made 90% of the human and 
animal population sterile almost 25 years ago. The 
consequences were devastating: famines, wars, kidnap-
ping and sequestration of the fertile by the powerful 
and the rise of totalitarian powers.
Since then, cities have been created to group together 
the fertile, protect them and secure the future of 
humanity.
Lilas lives in Valeria, the city that brings together the 
procreators of ancient Europe. If she has an apartment, 
a job in the hospital and in the ministry of procreation, 
she survives rather than lives. Reduction of liberties, 
finely calculated coupling for the purpose of giving 
birth, surveillance, repression, are part of her daily life. 
The city is ruled by Conrad, a ruthless dictator who 
does not hesitate to arrest, torture and execute in 
public any person who attempts to oppose the regime. 
But, it seems, life is much worse outside the walls of 
Valeria, where chaos and anarchy reign.
One day, while going to work, she witnesses a terrorist 
attack against the regime, and, driven by her doctor 
ethic, she decides to treat and hide one of the attac-
kers, an outsider. 

What if this stranger is turning all her beliefs upside 
down? What if the security found is not worth the lack 
of freedom? Sex, love, betrayal... What if it is all an 
illusion?

The Author
Cara Solak is a dynamic mother who lives her life at high 
speed. She has always loved reading and began writing 
as a teenager before devoting herself to it some twenty 
years later. She loves complicated, ambiguous charac-
ters and twists in the story. Deviants is her first book, a 
two-volume dystopian romance for teenagers and 
young adults. Strangers is her second dystopian fiction, 
this time for adults.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon Bestsellers Rank: #83 in “Romance and science 
fiction” (August 2020).
- The flowing writing style is exhilarating, short-breathed 
and highly effective.
- The story transports us into another world - which is 
nevertheless our own - where appearances are decep-
tive and the human condition is sickening.

Since a global health disaster, cities have been 
created to group together the fertile and 
secure the future of humanity. But what if the 
security is not worth the lack of freedom?“ ”
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HORIZONS # 1, DARK WALK 

Lysiah Maro

DYSTOPIA

The Work
2107. Two years earlier, the world was brutally and 
suddenly devastated by atomic wars, followed by a 
global civil war. Today there are only ruins, dust and 
bodies and the few survivors try to get by, torn between 
the local militias and the big organizations fighting over 
the spared areas like vultures.

Across a hostile France, ravaged by the madness of 
men, Xalyah, a lonely and hardened young woman, 
braves all dangers to accomplish the one goal of finding 
her nearest and dearest. The rest does not matter, nor 
do the other people. 

But, to get information on the location of her family, 
she agrees to join an underground city crowded with 
resistance fighters. Following an attack lead by the 
private army of a multinational organization, things 
turn bad and she has to flee with other resistance figh-
ters on her way to join her family.

Haunted by her past, Xalyah has no idea how hard and 
painful will be the challenges to come.

The Author
Lysiah Maro is a front-end web developer, born in 1988.
Her love of reading has filled her head with dreams; 
dreams which have ended up becoming stories and 
landing on paper. Horizons is one of them and it saw the 
first light of day during her high school years, taking 
form over the years on scraps of paper, notebooks and 
tens of Word documents. 

Key Sales Points
- Amazon Bestsellers Rank: #78 “Post-Apocalyptic Sci-Fi” 
(August 2020).
- Written with a flowing pen that lets the reader throw 
himself into the story.
- A strong-charactered, quick-witted heroine who leaves 
you dreaming.
- A dark post-apocalyptic scenario where the worst of 
the human behaviour is revealed and where keeping 
one’s humanity is a daily challenge.

2107. Two years earlier, the world was 
brutally and suddenly devastated by atomic 
wars. Now, local militias and big organiza-
tions are fighting over the spared areas.“ ”
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MENEL ARA, VOL. 1 

Vincent Dionisio

DYSTOPIA

The Work
2028. In the town of Simake, a mad architect embarks 
on a great project: build a town raised on a dome, 
above the original town. A perfect place where the 
seven families who are running the city will be safe 
from labourer, beggars and workers: Menel Ara.
2078. The Seven Great Families, hidden in their sump-
tuous villas on the dome, have achieved everything 
they dreamed of: Menel Ara is now a reality. The House 
of Families, led by its leader Yuri Komniev, rules the city 
with an iron fist while the rest of the population intend 
to survive in the shadows of the lower town.
But as the seven satisfied families rest on their achieve-
ments, hatred grows in the hearts of the poor souls 
trapped on the ground. In the eastern part of the city, 
within the old abandoned airport, a terrorist organiza-
tion called The Martyrs, led by the mysterious F., orga-
nizes terrorist attacks, while a cult ─The Putras─ looks 
after the poor and awaits the arrival of a mysterious 
Messiah prophesied by its guru…
It is in this context that the Dubuisson family buries 
their father Balthazar. While Lili is devastated, Gael 
comforts her as best he can, while Victor, the eldest, 
thinks only of stealing the inheritance. Yet Victor, who 

married a daughter of Seven Families, is not in need. But 
his ambition knows no bounds.
During a fight, he end up accidently killing his sister Lili. 
Then begins for Gael a descent into hell that will take 
him from the bottomlands of Menel Ara to prison, and 
to join the Martyrs.

The Author
Vincent Dionisio has devoted himself to news writing 
from a young age. As he has become older, he has diver-
sified with scenarios, plays and, inevitably, novels, 
juggling the forms according to his current mood and 
inspiration.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France bestseller rank: #25 in “Science-fiction 
steampunk”.
- A rich and complex universe that holds the reader in 
suspense with tortuous intrigues and a dynamic rhythm.
- A reflection on a society divided in half, where the 
privileged no longer know what is happening among the 
poor.
- A world where the alternative to misery is through 
terrorism or religion. Is another way possible?

2028. A mad architect builds a town raised on 
a dome, above the original town. A perfect 
place where the seven ruling families will be 
safe from labourer, beggars and workers.“ ”
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ESTER

Jean-Louis Farvacque

SCIENCE FICTION

The Work
David is a former academic with a passion for quantum 
physics. 

However, strange dreams will disturb his peace of mind. 
From the depths of his memory, he will remember his 
childhood sweetheart, a young woman named Ester.

By comparison with the phenomena of entanglement 
and quantum teleportation, he interprets these dreams 
as a call to join her. He then undertakes a trip to Italy 
which turns into a true police investigation during 
which he gradually discovers the absurd and sordid life 
that Ester has led.

Where will he manage to find her? In real life, or in the 
world of ideas?

The Author
Jean-Louis Farvacque was Professor of Physics at the 
University of Lille where he was in charge of a labora-
tory associated with the CNRS. He devoted his activity 
to the study of the properties of defects in semi-
conductors. As such, he is the author of scientific works, 
but he then turned to literature by tackling genres such 
as science fiction, adventure novels and thrillers.

Key Sales Points
- All the ingredients are there, from quantum physics 
through intriguing paranormal phenomena to a beauti-
ful love story, to live a superb moment of suspense with 
lots of twists and turns.
- Even if you don’t have a scientific mind, you unders-
tand everything, to let yourself be embarked in this 
magnificent story.

Strange dreams intrigue David. Ester, his 
childhood sweetheart, appears to him. He 
must find her. But will he succeed?“ ”
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THE ODYSSEY V.I 
THE FIRST ERA: THE ACCESSION

Olivier Dukers

SCIENCE FICTION

The Work
Mikael is 13 years old and lives in a small provincial town 
in an Empire of 114 Universes. In 1983, he wakes up 
metamorphosed. He had been a shy, self-effacing 
young teenager but now he has suddenly become a 
phenomenal, athletic and intelligent adult.
This event interests Professor Briquemont who finds 
that metamorphosis is linked to an unknown hormone 
he names Metamorphoin. However, Mikael doubts this 
analysis and seeks to find the cause of his spectacular 
metamorphosis himself. He then discovers that it 
results from the organic fusion of himself and a warlord 
who is resisting Fruggeaine, a tyrant who rules an Empire 
of 114 Universes.
In his turn, by accepting to become a leader of the 
resistance, Mikael simultaneously condemns himself to 
having to protect his girlfriend Benedicte from Frug-
geaine’s threats. Indeed, in order to get to Mikael, the 
latter threatens to attack Benedicte. In order to fully 
remove the threat hanging over her, Mikael has the 
ingenious idea of setting a trap for his enemy. While 
knowing that Fruggeaine will try to get his hands on the 
latest technology he has developed, Mikael modifies it 
to make it unstable and explosive. 
However, the future holds many surprises for Bene-
dicte and Mikael. Will they live up to their destiny?

The Author
Olivier Dukers has been working on this novel for 35 
years, considering it to be “his life’s work”. This all-roun-
der who loves science in the broadest sense, has 
imagined a real structured universe.

Key Sales Points
- The action takes place on Earth and in Space, where 
readers can easily find their way around thanks to nume-
rous spatial landmarks.
- The technologies and physical principles set out are 
explained and come from the latest research in quan-
tum physics and astrophysics.
- The diversity of the genres and themes will suit a 
multitude of readers: action, suspense, politics, science, 
esotericism, psychology, state organisation, romance.

One fine morning, a young boy wakes up 
metamorphosed into an incredible adult 
destined for great things, far beyond Earth’s 
borders.“ ”
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AGRAVELLE AND 
THE REVERE SIDE OF TIME

Maxime Herbaut

URBAN FANTASY

The Work
Have you never dreamt of going back in time and being 
able to start all over again or relive even a part of your 
life differently?

The Alecton is your chance! On the eve of your death, 
you are given three tickets for the Alecton: Three 
chances to remake your life story. Three chances to 
wipe away your bitterness forever.

Lucien Agravelle is an old man who ends his days in a 
strange château in the company of other boarders, and 
yet he is given tickets for the Alecton. He can thus go 
back in time and change the events that led to his 
greatest regrets. But is that what they are, really? He 
does not imagine what a wonderful opportunity this is.

Should he relive his life in order to change it or relive 
the same life to enjoy it more? Faced with a past that 
may not be as he remembers it, Lucien hesitates 
between these two paths. After all, memory plays 
tricks on you after 60 years.

The Author
Maxime Herbaut is a great lover of fantastic, surreal and 
unusual films and books. He teaches English in the Paris 
region, has a Ph.D. in contemporary American literature 
and writes fantastic, strange and absurd short stories 
and novels, as well as articles and plays.

Key Sales Points
- Winner of the 2019 Writers’ Academy competition.
- A magnificent novel offering an imaginary journey 
through your past years.
- A strange, original and mysterious tale which makes 
you ask the right questions, and especially the one you 
keep to yourself: what if?

What would you do if you had the 
chance to go back in time and relive 
even one part of your life differently?“ ”
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WITCH SIDE, EPISODE 1 
THE IMMORTAL

Fabien Saint-Val

URBAN FANTASY

The Author(s)
Fabien Saint-Val has had an unusual career that has led 
him to work in New York, San Francisco and Montreal 
for television studios and movie sets, as well as for the 
Clinton Foundation. After the 2003 California earth-
quake, he began writing the first lines of what would 
become Faralonn. Now back in France, he lives in 
Saint-Etienne.

Key Sales Points
- An enjoyable and fluid style of writing style that allows 
readers to immerse themselves.
- A world of wizards and witches that will appeal to a 
large number of readers, whether they are already fans 
of the genre or not.
- An original and well-considered mix of genres inclu-
ding detective thriller, historical novel, fantasy, and 
romance.

The Work
Since his birth in Salem in 1692, Walter Bishop, an 
immortal, son of a famous witch and a great inquisitor, 
has been hunted down for inheriting the original 
version of the Malleus Maleficarum.
The order of Brother Breachers sent by the Vatican will 
do everything in their power to recover the book and 
the evil Paris sisters will do everything in their power to 
destroy it.
Why so much fury for a book known to all?
Captured by the International Agency for Paranormal 
Phenomena, Walter will have to take it upon himself 
and agree to team up with agent Stella Vincent and 
journalist Tristan Renoir.
For the Paris sisters all blows are allowed and in parti-
cular to attack Walter’s relatives to force him to use the 
power of the incantations from the Malleus Maleficarum, 
and thus to seize it. His team is the first target. But time 
is running out to save two students attacked by the evil 
sisters, without using the book, and risking it to fall into 
the wrong hands.

When Walter inherit a famous 
book of incantations, he is 
hunted down by the Vatican.“ ”
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THE LAST GOLDEN-EYED
 WITCH, VOL. 1

Lily Davinni

URBAN FANTASY

The Work
Elena is a daring and loving young woman who lives in 
a small village with her parents. She has just celebrated 
her 18th birthday when, as usual, the same group of 
well-bred young girls come to bother her. It is then that 
she confronts them and discovers her unsuspected 
powers. Following this discovery, those she thought 
were her parents make a stunning revelation about her 
true nature.

Elena thus sets off in search of her beginnings in another 
world called Alatar, making the long journey in the 
good company of the warrior Even, with whom she will 
weave a romance along the way.

It is said that Alatar is a wonderful world where the folk 
live in peace with supernatural beings thanks to strong, 
golden-eyed witches who watch over it and keep the 
balance. When Elena gets there though, she finds only 
a wasteland. A black-hearted wizard has brought chaos 
to this world by slaying the witches’ clan. Yet with 
Elena, there is one last hope to restore the balance, for 
she is the last golden-eyed witch.

The Author
Lily Davinni was born and raised in the Paris region. 
After a literary baccalaureate, she obtained a law degree 
but she never forgot her first love of writing. Inspired by 
well-known fantasy worlds, such as those of J.K. Rowling 
or J.R.R. Tolkien, she set out to write her first fantasy 
novel: La Sorcière aux Yeux d’Or (The Golden-Eyed Witch).

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France bestselle rank: #12 in Epic Fantasy,  #66 
in Fantastic Romance, #127 in Fantasy (September 2020).
- A fascinating, original and richly developed world of 
magic.
- Action-packed and full of twists and turns, making us 
yearn to read more at the end.
- Endearing characters who are touching but 
strong-charactered.

When a black-hearted wizard slays the 
golden-eyed witches’ clan, the world of 
Alatar sinks into chaos. Only the coming of 
the last young witch can bring back hope.“ ”
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The Work
Solveig, an assistant nurse and a secret bestseller 
author, has just broken up with Erwann, her partner. 
She wants to start her love life all over again. Her 
meeting with Erik seems promising.
One day, Erwann dies suddenly. Egged on by guilt and 
plagued by terrible nightmares, Solveig wakes up to 
discover a mysterious blank notebook in one of her 
kitchen drawers filled with smoke. On the cover, it is 
written «The White Side». She begins to write her 
thoughts and doubts in it. Soon after, Erik disappears, 
then her friends one after the other. Solveig will do 
whatever it takes to find them by retracing their 
comings and goings and meeting the people with 
whom they last spoke. In doing so, she confronts her 
former demons and relieves her conscience by expres-
sing herself in her notebook.
Despite the energy she puts into her investigation, she 
cannot find the slightest explanation for the disappea-
rance of her friends. They seem to have vanished into 
thin air... Until the day she finds herself in a strange 
world shrouded in white fog and populated by the 
dead of her past.
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A WALK ON THE WHITE SIDE 

Julia Weber

URBAN FANTASY

What is the link that seems to emerge between this 
mysterious notebook and this parallel world? Solveig 
will have to face her past to save her friends.

The Author
Julia Weber was born in 1987 in the south of France. She 
has always loved both reading and writing stories. 
Stories about ordinary or extraordinary people. She 
likes to laugh and hopes to share this through her 
writing.

Key Sales Points
- A novel that breaks down misogynistic stereotypes in 
literature.
- Complex, well-developed characters.
- A strange, mysterious atmosphere that grabs the 
readers’ attention.
- A quest for identity that runs through and punctuates 
the novel.

As her world falls apart, Solveig will have no 
choice but to heal her wounds and find 
herself, a difficult task to handle when 
nothing makes sense anymore.“ ”
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THE LEGEND OF 
THE SHARP-EDGED MERMAID

Célia B.

URBAN FANTASY

The Work
From an early age, Ailec, a young woman with uncertain 
origins, has been trained to fight evil creatures. She is 
part of a team of fighters working with the Master, a 
shaman who heals their wounds. The Mentor is the 
undisputed master of their headquarters, the Manor. 

Driven by her desire for freedom, Ailec decided to flee 
and become a pirate. She soon ends up being captain 
of her own ship. It was then that she met Goran, a 
fallen angel, who lost his powers by choosing to leave 
paradise for the Earth. Their love is passionate and 
explosive, but loyalty is not the strength of Goran. 

Feeling betrayed, Ailec gives up the sea and gets dizzy 
in one-night meetings with men. Since this troubled 
period, she has been subject to increasingly frequent 
absences and uncontrollable impulses of violence. 
Stoped in extremis during one of her impulses by two 
Manor’s fighters, she decides to get back there. She 
soon discovers that she shelters a Succubus demon 
inside herself. The more she gets away from sea and 
love, the worst it turns.

But the Manor, a place full of mysteries and intrigues, 
has not finished revealing its secrets. What are Mentor’s 
dark intentions and why is he trying to fulfill the 
prophecy that predicts the end of the mermaids? What 
game does Goran play? Who really is Ailec?

The Author
Célia B. is a young author who loves reading and writing. 
As a traveller at heart, she loves dreaming of other 
places and accordingly, this first novel allows her to 
shares her imagination with readers.
She is also a bookseller in charge of a children’s depart-
ment, and has created a publishing house that allows 
her to publish those authors she wishes to help.

Key Sales Points
- Adventure and suspense, skillfully mixing mythology 
and fantasy.
- The paces gradually builds, brilliantly combining 
modernity, fantasy and mythology.
- A novel worthy of the greatest Fantasy writers.

The explosive love between a 
succubus demon and a fallen 
angel.“ ”
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RAZIEL’S RULES 

Yann Burlat

URBAN FANTASY

The Work
Rule number zero: To be able to cheat you first need 
to know the rules. But Onyx, a 17 years girl, does not 
even know what the game is. 

She is used to endlessly leaving weird reactions in her 
wake but now someone named Raziel is following her 
everywhere. The mysterious young man enacts a new 
rule for her to follow every day. But for what purpose? 
His intentions seem harmful, and he is particularly 
dangerous. Attracted by him as much as frightened, 
Onyx no longer knows where she stands, until one day, 
in a small street, he saves her from the attack of strange 
creatures. She is in danger, and it is not her friends, Lea 
and Philippe, who can help her, but Raziel’s team.

Who are these creatures chasing her? What is so special 
about Onyx to attract them all? What really are Raziel’s 
intentions? Is he trying to help or destroy her? How do 
you win when your opponent is making up the game, 
round by round? What are the risks of cheating?

The Author
A greedy reader, fanatical film lover, incorrigible gamer, 
tireless roleplayer and persistent game designer, Yann 
Burlat’s vices know no bounds. While claiming to be a 
kind-hearted humanist, this sinister individual has 
corrupted innumerable souls as a bookseller and is now 
directly influencing children in his role as a French 
teacher. For older ones, his harmful influence is now 
spreading into the publishing world.

Key Sales Points
- The writer plunges us into a bubble full of weird, 
supernatural creatures.
- A novel that combines surprise, suspense and fantasy.
- A book that breaks the codes - or rather the rules - 
with an endearing style.

How do you win when your 
opponent is making up the 
game, round by round?“ ”
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AVA, VOL. 1
THE CALL OF DEATH

Virginie Blanc

URBAN FANTASY

The Author(s)
Virginie Blanc loves everything that is unworldly and 
spends much of her free time devouring fantasy stories. 
All kinds of beings pass through them: witches, trolls, 
elves, vampires and many more. Her fascination for 
these writers who can take the reader to another world, 
and her own rich imagination have compelled her to 
embark on the adventure herself.

Key Sales Points
- A gripping tale with subtle touches of humour and 
sacasme.
- A real, breathtaking journey into the unknown and the 
weird.
- We get close to a set of believable and endearing 
characters.

The Work
Ava is a young girl with a dark past. Adopted at a very 
young age by Eleonore, their relationship was intense 
and she always saw her as her mother. Her life suddenly 
changed when she was 14: Eleanor abandoned her over-
night, for no apparent reason, leaving behind only a 
short letter of apologies. Left to herself, Ava had no 
other choice than growing up in hiding moving from 
gang to gang.
One night, having not seen her for a decade, Ava 
witnesses in her nightmare the torture and murder of 
Eleonore. This dream, terribly realistic, pushes her to do 
everything in her power to find her adoptive mother. 
While investigating she discovers that not only Eleo-
nore had been brutally murdered, but also that she had 
taken care of erasing all civil and digital traces of her 
own existence and that of Ava.
But how can a nightmare come true? And why did Eleo-
nore cover her tracks with so much care? What was she 
fleeing from? And who are these hostile people, with a 
strange, almost animal look, who are constantly 
watching Ava?
To find her adoptive mother’s killer, Ava is willing to do 
anything. Should she have gone this far? Some of her 
encounters and discoveries will be blood-curdling!

Ava witnesses in her nightmare 
the murder of her mother. 
How could it have come true?“ ”
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THE PRIEST OF 
THE SHADOWS

G.H. David

URBAN FANTASY

The Author(s)
G.H. David is a French writer of contemporary romances. 
She has already published several books that combine 
thriller and dark romance, notably with City Éditions. 
Her other literary penchant is for paranormal fantasy, 
tinged with historical romance. In her two-volume Âmes 
captives (Captive souls) published by Plumes du Web, she 
created a story that is both dark and poetic, and in 
which mystery reigns.

Key Sales Points
– Amazon France bestseller rank: #193 in Contemporary 
Fantasy (September 2020).
– Effective and skilled writing.
– An invesigative plot that draws upon Norse myths and 
the demonic world.
– A dark atmosphere, close to Constantine, The preacher, or 
in another register, Broadchurch.
– Dark humour, a sensual forbidden relationship, and a 
detective story that makes for a novel that wavers 
between romance and thriller.

The Work
In Paris, Helen Christy leads a police division inherited 
from the Inquisition, which earned her the nickname 
Hell Christ. Hell and Paradise, a duel that suits her soul! 
Indeed, it is difficult to say who, of the young woman 
or her worrying suspects, are the most tormented. The 
young superintendent is unable to recover from the 
strange death of Benjamin, her high school boyfriend, 
and guilt is eating away at her. 
Things get more complicated when the young superin-
tendent sees her new teammate arrive: an exorcist 
priest who may give her a hard time. Mysterious, ambi-
guous, arrogant, Armand Chills has the beauty of an 
angel and the insolence of the devil.
One day, Helen and her team are called to crime scenes 
of demonic origin where the victims are devoured by 
colonies of insects. Armand seems to know the demon, 
and the latter attacks Helen in particular.
What is this strange link that seems to unite Helen and 
this demon? Who is Armand, this seductive priest who 
always seems to be one step ahead? Will the young 
superintendent manage to overcome the trials of the 
past and make amends for her mistakes?
Between satanic rites and dark secrets, plunge into a 
plot with a sulphurous perfume.

In Paris, Helene leads a brigade 
inherited from the Inquisition that 
faces satanic rites and dark secrets.“ ”
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LACE AND BLACK MAGIC 

Delman

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Work
In 1888, in the heart of the capital, London, magical and 
mysterious forces are at work fighting a merciless 
battle. Many murders are perpetrated and strange holy 
knights impose their law over the city.

Serena is intelligent and curious and when she saves 
Marcus Templethorn her life changes radically. To thank 
her, he offers to take her to London and give her a fresh 
start, yet when she gets there it is not at all as she had 
imagined. 

Many of the crimes committed in the British capital 
seem to coincide with Marcus’s arrival on its streets so 
Serena has to find out whether this is coincidence or 
not, and discover what Marcus is really hiding about his 
life.

The Author
Delman has loved writing since she was a teenager. 
After studying history and art, she worked in museums 
and libraries. She did not give up writing though, and 
subsequently published several urban fantasy novels 
and romances, such as La tueuse au Katana, published by 
Plumes du Web.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France bestseller rank: #22 in Historical 
Fantasy, #246 in Romantic Fantasy, #349 in French-lan-
guage literature.
- An unfolding plot that keeps readers in suspense until 
the end of the story.
- Realistic descriptions of the behaviours, dress and 
places of the period.

London, 1888. Murders follow one 
after another while strange holy 
knights walk the streets.“ ”
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HYRESIE

Yves Roumiguieres

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Work
Eve reveals a dreadful secret to her husband, Thomas: 
she is immortal. By telling him about her journey 
through time, she evokes her nature, the loneliness she 
felt to be the only one of her kind and the power of 
blood, which gives her the ability to kill or resuscitate 
humans. This power has always been a curse to her and 
cost the life of her first family a few centuries earlier. It 
also made her the prey of an ancient order that was 
believed to have disappeared.
Suddenly, the authorities interrupt her and arrest her 
in front of her family. On the way to the police station, 
Thomas makes a breathtaking discovery: the federal 
agents in charge of the case are nothing but impostors, 
and Eve has disappeared.
Helped by the police in charge of the case, Thomas will 
do everything in his power to find Eve and save their 
children, even if he must renounce to his scientific 
convictions.
But the ancestral enemy is strong and has develop, over 
the ages, strategies to counter Eve’s powers.
Then follows a deadly chase through the streets of 
New York City. 
What is this mysterious secret order? Why does Eve 
bother them so much? Who is the mysterious charac-
ter who seems to want to help her?

The Author
Married and the father of three children, Yves Roumi-
guieres is a former soldier who has loved cinema since 
early childhood. When the time came to change career, 
he devoted himself to contemporary and modern lite-
rature. Having always been frustrated by the wish to 
write and share stories, he plunged into a new adven-
ture, creating rich, atypical novels that mix genres and 
eras.

Key Sales Points
- The story skilfully switches between enchantment and 
horror, making for a gripping read.
- The reader is transported into a fantastic world, from 
the Vikings to the Middle Ages and the time of the 
plague, then from the court of Louis XIV to New York 
in the 21st century.
- The story questions the power of religions for which 
everything that is not recognized as divine is necessarily 
evil.
- The book raises the question of the loneliness of 
those who are afraid of getting attached in fear of 
endangering their loved ones.

Eve, an immortal woman, is 
hunted down by an anciant order 
believed to have long diaspeared.“ ”
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THE ARMY OF WATCHERS, VOL. 1 
WATERY BORDERS

Jérôme Nédélec

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Work
At the very end of the ninth century, Vikings and 
Bretons, a Celtic people from Western France, faced 
each other on each side of the Visnonia, the river in 
south-east Brittany. 

Two peoples, two armies, two soldiers, two men, ready 
to fight each other in a fury of metal and fire.  One is 
Breton and takes part in the fortification of a ford; The 
other is Viking and is scouting to clear the way for the 
Viking army to settle in Brittany.

But for what? For greater wealth? To hold more land? 
Loyalty to a leader? Or because there is no other 
choice?

While the weapons are being sharpened and strategies 
developed, while the fears grow, the spirit of a myste-
rious little girl flies over the battlefield and creeps into 
the belligerents’ souls, trying to shape another fate 
from that sought by the warriors.

The Author
After some years of being active on the music scene, as 
an instrumentalist, producer, record dealer and guitar 
teacher, Jérôme Nédélec turned to writing. Drawing on 
his enthusiasm for History, archeology, myths and 
imaginary worlds, his writing is strongly influenced by 
popular culture. He organizes literary cafes and writing 
workshops and regularly gives lectures on the links 
between the Vikings and Brittany.

Key Sales Points
- The author takes us on a real journey set in Ancient 
Times when two civilization fight for survival and glory.
- With strict respect for historical accuracy, the narra-
tive world of The Army of Watchers combines  History, 
Celtic beliefs and Viking mythology.
- A breathtaking story of good and evil combining poli-
tical intrigue, fratricidal conflicts and war against the 
fearsome Vikings.

Two peoples are ready to fight 
each other in a fury of metal and 
fire. But fate will decide otherwise...“ ”

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Army of Watchers
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LYKANTHROPIA, VOL. 1
Frédéric Clément

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Work
In 58 B.C. the wars between the Gauls and Romans 
begin. Two twin brothers, Gaius and Marcus, join Caes-
ar’s armies as legionnaires in a frenzied race for glory. 
Marcus quickly climbs the ranks by asserting his nobility 
while Gaius starts as a simple soldier.

They are faced by tougher-than-expected warriors 
who are as stealthy as they are bewildering, but also 
with people much more civilized and organized than 
what they had been told.

In battle, Gaius stands out. Spotted by a close adviser 
to Caesar, he is entrusted with the mission of infiltra-
ting the Gallic tribes.

During this immersion in another culture, he sees his 
senses develop and has mysterious dreams. He has no 
idea that the coming revelations will give a whole new 
meaning to his destiny.

The Author
Married and father to two lovely little girls, Frédéric 
Clément is a librarian with an MA in Contemporary and 
Modern History. As a keen writer, he draws upon his 
knowledge to give us stories that combine real, legen-
dary and fantastic events.

Key Sales Points
- Highly ranked on Amazon France: #369 in “Antiquity 
and Mythologies”, #436 in “Occult Horror”, #832 in “Epic 
Fantasy” out of 269,834 books (september 2020).
- The author takes us on a real journey set in Ancient 
Times.
- With strict respect for historical accuracy, he intro-
duces the legend of the Lycanthrope, better known as 
the Werewolf, in a tale that is both gripping and 
thrilling.
- The book offers a way into another story, that of 
humanity itself, and one we never find in textbooks.

Gaius, a legionnaire sent to spy on 
the Gauls during the Gallic wars, 
will be facing his own family history.“ ”
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THE ACCURSED NOTEBOOK 
Elie Hanson

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Author(s)
Born in Cairo, Élie Hanson is a globetrotter who lived on 
four continents before finally settling in Montreal. He is 
qualified in translation and French literature and was 
awarded the Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal 
in recognition of  his contribution to Canadian culture 
with his novel Le Carnet Maudit.

Key Sales Points
- The Book has been awarded the Queen Elizabeth II 
Diamond Jubilee Medal for its contribution to Canadian 
culture.
- A skillfully crafted novel where past, present and 
fantasy are ably made to intersect.
- A truely atmospheric novel where the fear mounts 
with each page. This book will appeal to lovers of 
fantasy literature.
- Beautifully fluent and enjoyable writing.

The Work
Alain, a painter from Quebec, comes across the old and 
mysterious journal of his great uncle Henri. This man 
who, as a young soldier, witnessed the horrors of the 
First World War has been institutionalized since his 
return from France and has long seemed to carry the 
burden of a heavy secret on his shoulders. Alain there-
fore decides to find out more about these disturbing 
writings.

His investigation leads him to France where he follows 
the trail of a strange psychiatrist whose assistant is a 
young woman with erratic behaviour. He also visits an 
abbey that cannot be fully accessed, and encounters a 
lecturer who puts forward facts that are beyond 
understanding.

Two lives, two eras, one and the same secret.

A painter comes across the old and 
mysterious journal of his great 
uncle, telling a disturbing story on 
the 1st World War...“ ”Awarded Queen Elizabeth II 

Diamond Jubilee Medal
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GUARDIANS OF THE DAWN, VOL. 1 
ROSE AND THE FIGHT AGAINST FATE

Virginie Carré-Lapresad

HISTORICAL FANTASY

The Author(s)
As a young child, Virginie Carré-Lapresad invented 
sequels to her favourite tales. Later she feeds her 
passion and imagination by reading authors as diverse 
as Stephen King, Jane Austen and Agatha Christie. She 
is rather shy and is often more at ease with a pencil, 
both for drawing and writing, giving her two outlets for 
her emotions, her anger and her passions. Her fantasy 
stories, anchored in a very real historical context, deal 
with universal themes such as love and family 
heritage.

Key Sales Points
- From the very first lines of the introduction, readers 
are lead into a dark place, populated by supernatural 
and evil monsters.
- Strange beings, guardian spirits, evil creatures, magic 
and romance - are all key elements in this  story, contri-
buting to an unreal universe where a woman has to fight 
for her offspring’s future.
- Whether we engage with the story purely as a fantasy 
or as a historical romance, we will find the writing style 
captivating.

The Work
For hundreds of years and from generation to genera-
tion, a line of women has lived under the curse of Lilith, 
an implacable demoness consumed by vengeance and 
hatred.

In post-revolutionary France, following the brutal death 
of her mother, Rose finds herself with an absent father 
and a despotic grandmother. But she has to face much 
worse: Lilith and her age-old thirst for vengeance. This 
foul creature hunts down the older members of her 
family and shamelessly kills them a few years after they 
have given birth. 

Faced with this evil being, Rose must now choose 
whether to trigger her fate or suffer it. 

She is the Guardian of humanity, heiress to a heavy, 
long-forgotten secret.

Faced with Lilith and her age old thirst 
for revenge, Rose must choose 
whether to trigger her fate or suffer it. “ ”
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THE PROPHECY  
OF THE SEVEN

Christelle Da Cruz

FANTASY

The Work
Europe is gradually being swallowed up by darkness. 
Monsters from the Dark, vampires, werewolves, ghouls, 
fairies and even witches, invade the Earth and threaten 
humanity. The Union, the powerful association of 
magical beings and creatures that govern inter-species 
relations, is overtaken by events. Cohabitation with 
humans seems increasingly compromised.
Hazel is a 20-year-old woman exiled to London with 
her aunt Mary. Although immersed in the heart of 
darkness in the capital, the two women manage to 
survive thanks to their powerful spells. An event will 
disrupt their daily lives though. Hazel’s grandfather, 
Arthur, dies in France. He had been protected by a 
powerful vampire member of the Union so how was his 
death made possible? Hazel and Mary leave immedia-
tely for France, their homeland, accompanied by Stel-
lan, one of the oldest vampires on Earth, tasked by the 
Union to protect Hazel on her mission.
A strong chemistry develops between Stellan and 
Hazel and the two companions set out on lengthy 
investigations. Have inter-species agreements been 
violated again? This is when Hazel discovers her strange 
parentage. She is the daughter of a witch and an angel 
and seems to be linked to a strange prophecy. What 
does her destiny hold in store for her?

The Author
Christelle Da Cruz comes from South-Western France. 
She has loved reading since a very young age and is 
particularly fond of historical detective stories and 
fantasy. She is a keen writer who is also driven by her 
feminist convictions.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France Bestseller rank: #112 in Contemporary 
Fantasy, #234 in Romantic Fantasy (September 2020).
- Fascinating characters. Readers quckly become 
attached to them.
- A gripping and original plot with surprising and fluid 
developments in the story.

Europe is plagued by darkness and threate-
ned by countless monsters. Inter-species 
cooperation is no longer assured. Will Hazel 
manage to save humanity?“ ”
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BLUE BELLE AND  
THE POISONED TEARS, VOL. 1

Océane Ghanem

FANTASY

The Author
Océane Ghanem lives in the north of France, near the 
borders with Belgium and Luxembourg. She has loved 
reading and writing since early childhood, and enjoys 
telling wonderful love stories, where passion is synony-
mous with sacrifice and redemption. Her characters 
develop in a ruthless, ever-changing world. Blue Belle, her 
first book, features angels, demons and nephilims 
searching for the awakening of higher powers. She has 
also written La Saga des Âmes (The Saga of Souls), a huge 
success on Wattpad with more than four million readers.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #20 in “Erotic Sci-Fi & 
Fantasy Novels” (August 2020).
- When eroticism mingles with fantasy in an exceptio-
nally well-written and unique story, we get Blue Belle, a 
Nephilim with special strengths.
- All of the ingedients for an intensely thrilling, emotio-
nally testing and increasingly addictive reading 
experience.
- Not just one, but four plots intertwine, making this a 
most enjoyable read, all set against a mythological 
backdrop.

The Work
Fate leads Blue, an orphan nephilim ─ half human and 
half angel ─ who has always been marginalized by her 
own kind, to cross paths with Lysander, angel and 
Prince of Heaven, with a rigid and conservative tempe-
rament. He hates the nephilims since his mother’s 
murder for which they were made responsible for. 
While everything makes them opposites, an irresistible 
alchemy is born between them. In Blue this attraction/
repulsion awakens powers that she has longed for and 
it shatters all of the certainties on which Lysander has 
built his life. 
Both seek to escape death. Lysander is hunted down 
by his aunt, queen of Heavens struck with madness, 
while Blue is hunted down by Dead Face, a mysterious 
creature from hell which strangely looks like her. From 
then on, Lysander and Blue will join forces to wage a 
common war and restore order and harmony both in 
Heaven, on Earth and in Eden. In this task, they will be 
helped by Black, the nephilim soothsayer and healer, by 
Red, the dreaded albino warrior nephilim, as well as by 
the rebellious angels, allies with Lysander.
During this fight, Blue will discover who she really is and 
who are the members of her formidable family. Will 
she be able to face such revelations without sinking 
into madness? Will her love for Lysander be an asset or 
a curse?

An orphan nephilim and a angel, 
Prince of heaven, will have to join 
forces to restore peace both in 
Heaven, on Earth and in Eden.“ ”
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MUTE 
Joseph Kochmann

FANTASY

The Author(s)
Joseph Kochmann is a French-American author living in 
Los Angeles. After three years at film academy in Paris, 
he moved to the United States to become a professio-
nal translator and subtitling editor at SDI Media.

Key Sales Points
- A crazy writing style that will pleasantly surprise 
readers.
- So gripping and original that we don’t notice the pages 
turning.
- A fantasy world where hell is a reality and where souls 
show their true personalities.
- A well-crafted plot, full of suspense to keep us breath-
lessly reading until the end.

The Work
Mute, a red-haired cowboy who cannot speak and has 
no memory, wanders through a burning desert popu-
lated by hungry mutant creatures. 
One night, he hears a strange voice urging him to go to 
Vile High School, a vast and mysterious establishment 
guarded by monstrous robotic cheetahs. 

At the same time, four teenagers, Antoine, Marianne, 
Josie and Jonathan, find out that their headmaster 
secretly tortures and kills pupils : he forces them ingest 
a kind of flower that provokes an imperious hunger. So 
much so that if they can’t find anything to eat, they end 
up devouring themselves.
Discovering these horrors, Jonathan organizes a revolt, 
during which the principal Vil is killed and a high school 
student, Pierre, takes his place. Far from improving, 
things are getting even worse: high school students are 
no longer allowed to go home and some mysteriously 
disappear.

During their flight, the four teenagers accompanied by 
Mute discover a frightening reality. A fight starts 
between good and evil; will the world resist to it?

A world where hell is a reality 
and where souls show their 
true personalities.“ ”
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SUPERNATURALS #1, MYSTERIES
E.J. Swan

FANTASY

The Work
Evalina, 17, celebrates her birthday and her high school 
diploma with her friends. Back home the next day, she 
discovers her parents murdered. Her little sister is 
missing. Trapped in her house, which suddenly sets on 
fire, she is rescued by two strange teenagers with unex-
pected physical abilities.
To escape the danger awaiting her, they bring her to 
Returis, a world she is unaware of. There, she joins the 
Supernatural, guardians with exceptional powers, in 
charge of protecting the kingdom. The Trenones, evil 
creatures whose nature is uncertain, prowl and threaten 
to destroy all life on Returis. In this strange world, 
Evalina sees her powers develop and become even 
stronger than those of the Supernatural. But will she be 
able to master them in time to save her sister?
In her quest to find her, Evalina is confronted by the 
mysterious Demona, who seems to know her well and 
to know her earthly friends as well. Why is she attacking 
her? Would everyone she cares about also be in danger?
Evalina will find herself at the heart of an ancestral war 
between good and evil, during which she will discover 
her true nature, and which will undermine all her 
certainties.

The Author
E.J. Swan was born in the Paris region in 1999. As a keen 
reader, always interested in the psychology of villains 
and the development of characters, she decided, at the 
age of 14, to combine this passion with writing on the 
Wattpad platform. Fascinated by the idea that nothing 
is all black and white, she likes to turn readers’ brains 
inside out so as to to depict the complexity of human 
beings and get her messages across.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France Best Sellers Rank: #19 in “Dark Fantasy 
Horror”, #48 in Children’s Books and #95 in Fantasy for 
Teens.
- Amazon France Best Sellers Rank for volume 2: #1 in 
dark fantasy for teens and #128 in Fantasy Ebooks for 
Teenagers
- The saga has already been read more than 2 million 
times on Wattpad.
- Skillfully crafted writing to create a rich, complex 
universe and a story with well-timed twists and turns to 
surprise and move the reader.

Her family was brutally murdered. 
Looking to escape the danger awaiting 
her, Evalina is rescued and taken away to 
a strange world.“ ”3 times awarded
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WOMEN OF VENUS

Joëlle Brethes

FANTASY

The Author(s)
Joëlle Brethes was born in Paris in 1947 and has been 
living on the island of Reunion since 1993, first  working 
as a French teacher, then retiring and staying. For her, 
writing remains both a passion and favourite hobby. She 
writes short stories and tales which may be read aloud, 
as well as theatre and poetry, and has received several 
prizes for her work.

Key Sales Points
- Written in the style of a television series, this novel 
takes us into fictional societies where magic still prevails 
and where the gods are centre stage.
- A feminist fantasy novel that denounces the cruelty 
of men who feel superior to women.
- A fresco opposing a matriarchal society to a patriar-
chal society, upset by human greed.
- Politics, power, sex, resistance, war... The author has 
provided us with a strong, enthralling first novel.

The Work
The stormy relationship between Ares and Aphrodite 
ended with a split, giving rise to two opposing civiliza-
tions on Mars and Venus. Venus is solely populated by 
female descendants of Aphrodite, while Mars is 
peopled by the descendants of Ares and a few enslaved 
Venusian women.
But a wealthy and perverse Earthling has brought chaos 
to the fragile balance that had been achieved. He 
captures these beautiful alien women and markets 
their charms in luxury brothels. 
Until the day they capture the Queen of Venus and a 
few magicians, insensitive to their methods of submis-
sion, and determined to free their people.
To protect themselves from this predator and his crew, 
they call upon the Sons of Fire, dragons once offered 
to Aphrodite by Hephaestus. They will also send an 
envoy to Mars to appeal to the sons of Arès.
All of the wit, intelligence and courage of some Earth-
lings - feminists and a few brave men - will be needed 
to free the captives and close the brothels. Will the 
tenacity and the qualities of the Venusian emissary 
succeed in restoring the order and rebuild bonds of 
friendship that were broken centuries earlier?

A perverse Earthling captures beautiful 
alien women, daughters of Ares and 
Aphrodite, and markets their charms in 
luxury brothels.“ ”
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THE CHINESE WOMAN 
IN THE PAINTING

Florence Tholozan

ROMANCE

The Work
Melisende teaches Mandarin and is passionate about 
China. Guillaume is an architect. Their meeting seems 
unexpected yet predestined. Without knowing why 
their love for each other seems absolutely obvious to 
them, a real love at first sight.
One day, as Melisende and Guillaume are browsing the 
stands at a garage sale, their gaze falls upon a strange 
painting. In the foreground, they see a serene Chinese 
woman while in the background they spot a couple 
who might easily be taken themselves. They are further 
intrigued when they notice that Guillaume’s precious 
watch is faithfully reproduced and it seems that the 
painting really does depict them as a much older 
couple. How can such a coincidence be possible? Or is 
it possible?
When they decide to have this odd painting examined, 
Melisende and Guillaume do not yet imagine all of the 
secrets that the Chinese woman is hiding and how 
much their view of life will change. 
To unravel its mysteries, the two lovers set off on a 
great journey through China during which they disco-
ver the source of their unconditional love. Their shared 
and abiding feeling of déjà vu at last makes sense in the 

Chinese painting. Driven by an irresistible curiosity and 
guided by their feelings for each other, they make many 
discoveries about their common destiny, each more 
surprising than the last.

The Author
Florence Tholozan is a qualified teacher of clinical 
psychology and The Chinese woman in the painting is her first 
novel. It was submitted for the 2019 prize for an author’s 
first work and was a finalist for the 2019 Romantic Book 
Prize.

Key Sales Points
- Winner of the Authors words Award in 2020 and fina-
list for the 2019 Romantic Book Award.
- The mysteries that lie behind the characters’ meeting 
and their relationship to the painting.
- Finding out about China with a detailed and faithful 
description of its civilization

A contemporary love story, faithfully 
reproduced in a historical painting, directly 
leads a couple on a mysterious journey 
into the heart of China.“ ”
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MY BOSS, MY BEST ENEMY, VOL.1

Sophie Philippe

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

The Work
They should never have met. She was a student, 
working as a waitress to pay for her studies. He was one 
of the most ruthless and respected businessmen in the 
country.
Nick Obrian was the most arrogant man you could ever 
meet: Extremely handsome, mysterious and sarcastic, 
the very image of a total asshole, and his financial 
success does not help matters — and he’s had 26 years 
of practice.
Abby was the sweetest woman possible: Charming, 
bright, smiling and with a touch of strong character, the 
skillful blend that makes the perfect woman — and 22 
years of struggling.
And it took a simple internship proposal to change 
their lives, a golden opportunity she cannot refuse. She 
then discovers an authoritarian and unmanageable man 
— and they quickly hate each other! But their attrac-
tion is also uncontrollable. After spending time 
together, their relationship develops but Nick refuses 
to admit his feelings and is quickly faced with harsh 
reality when Abby decides to date his cousin Jared.

The Author
At the grand age of 22, Sophie Philippe escapes from 
law classes through writing, her passion since childhood. 
She loves romance as well as science fiction and fantasy 
and imagines strong, deep and irresistibly moving 
characters. Must-read, emotionaly charged stories!

Key Sales Points
- Already more than 10,000 copies sold.
- More that 1 million readings on Wattpad.
- A quirky, sometimes frustrating dynamic between two 
imperfect but endearing main characters and a group of 
friends who meddle in everything! Emotions go from 
cold to very hot, making for an addictive and exciting 
story.

They should never have met. She was a 
student, working as a waitress to pay for her 
studies. He was one of the most ruthless and 
respected businessmen in the country.“ ”
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MY BOSS, MY WORST ENEMY, VOL.1

Sophie Philippe

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

The Work
His name is Nathan Carter. He’s a little too sure of 
himself, endlessly pretentious and a tyrant of the first 
order, and he’s had 26 years of practice in the command 
of power.

Her name is Nora Milani. She’s an explosive character, 
ambitious at all costs and a total pain in the ass, and 
she’s had 25 years of practice in professional 
aggravation.

She will be his victim and he will be her scapegoat. 
They will hate each other.
At least at first...

The Author
At the grand age of 22, Sophie Philippe escapes from 
law classes through writing, her passion since childhood. 
She loves romance as well as science fiction and fantasy 
and imagines strong, deep and irresistibly moving 
characters. Must-read, emotionally charged stories!

Key Sales Points
- More than 8,000 copies sold in 6 months.
- 500,000 readings on Wattpad.
- This spin-off is at the same time funny, touching and 
deep.
- Lovable characters and a side-splitting cat and mouse 
game.

This spin-off from My Boss, my best enemy 
is about Nathan, Abby and Nick’s son, 
26 years later.“ ”
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START AGAIN

Valentine Stergann

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

The Work
Luna is a loveable, mischievous and lively young girl. 
She bathes everyone around her in her aura of cheer-
fulness, starting with her two best friends: Nell Grace, 
a lonely young woman, concentrated on her studies 
and slightly out of step with her peers, and Sully 
Cartwright, a young man who can only hide his sadness 
behind a smile. Despite sharing Luna as their best 
friend, Sully and Nell loathe each other.

However, all that will change for the group of friends 
when Luna dies of cancer. Before dying, the young 
woman has arranged for her best friends, Nell and Sully, 
to meet once a month to stop them from mourning 
alone. And, despite their strong reluctance, they 
gradually find common interests and come to appre-
ciate each other being there. 

Has Luna succeeded in reading them and programming 
a beautiful love story?

The Author
Valentine Stergann is a kindergarten teacher who has 
always loved writing. Her stories set out to convey a 
message of tolerance and love by drawing on her 
complex characters and showing their funny side.

Key Sales Points
- 86,000 Wattpad readings when first released on the 
platform.
- The book takes readers on an emotional rollercoaster 
ride.
- A moving love story with particularly endearing 
characters who develop throughout the story.

To respect a deceased friend’s last wishes, a 
young man and woman have to see each 
other every month whether they want to or 
not. Is their friend weaving the strings of fate?“ ”
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FORBIDDEN LOVE

Elena May

CONTEMPORARY ROMANCE

The Work
Beautiful, sparkling and determined, Raphaelle Walton 
leads a dream life with a wealthy and loving father, lots 
of friends, luxury clothes and access to the trendiest 
parties in town. In short, her life is perfect. Or rather it 
was. Everything went wrong on the day she found 
herself in the family jet heading for Monaco along with 
her father and his business partner who had come to 
spend the summer with them: Carter Herrera, a fear-
some businessman, as unbearable as he is seductive.

Right from the start, living together doesn’t work. 
Carter, an ambitious thirty-something who has 
single-handedly made a name for himself in the 
business world, finds it hard to put up with Raphaelle 
as a spoilt daddy’s girl. She represents everything he 
despises: arrogance, lustfulness and over-exuberance.

When Raphaëlle learns that her father is going to hand 
his whole empire over to Carter, and that her child-
hood villa is part of it, she tries everything to overturn 
the deal. Seducing him so that she can tell her father 
everything is part of the strategy. Things quickly get 
out of hand between them.

The Author
Elena May is a young woman who has loved reading and 
writing from a very young age, but when she happened 
to discover, New Romance, it became a real passion.
She has therefore set out on an adventure, creating 
novels that suit her and thrill like-minded readers who 
are also looking for emotion and passion in their reading. 
Elena May’s books are to be read quickly, even devoured 
whole, and they never cease to surprise you, page after 
page.

Key Sales Points
- More than 3,000 books sold in 4 months.
- The writer carries us away on a wave of misunderstan-
dings, crazy situations and surges of contradictory 
feelings, including hatred, envy, jealousy, possessive-
ness, attraction, desire, and in the midst of all that, 
regret, guilt and love.
- A pleasing and addictive writing style.

A spoilt and wealthy daddy’s girl has to spend 
the summer with a self-made business man. 
She represents everything he despises. But 
it’s just one step from hate to love.“ ”
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UNDERGROUND 

Cindy Lia

DARK ROMANCE

The Work
Midnight... The hour of the crime... the hour that will 
finally bring Riley to perfect his Machiavellian plan. The 
game cannot escape him, the hunt is opened... even if, 
as always, he already knows that it will be too easy. 

Riley’s specialty? Kidnappings. From contract to 
contract, this expert in kidnapping trains the best at his 
side. So when a powerful man entrusts him with a final 
mission, he doesn’t hesitate. The sum is tempting, the 
challenge is worth it. Just one more contract with his 
team in the basement of this isolated suburban house.

Unless the rules change, unless the girl resists, unless 
the game begins... now. His prey of the day, without 
him being able to see it coming, is going to push him to 
play a game that he is not sure he can handle without 
any trouble...

When the prey rebels, the hunt is open!

The Author
Cindy Lia lives in the Paris area. Since her childhood, she 
has dreamed of traveling, wide open spaces and a 
change of surroundings. The United States is for her an 
inexhaustible source of inspiration. She has fun direc-
ting strong, independent female characters... And 
mysterious men who chase after them. After À La Folie 
(To the point of madness) and À coeurs rompus (Broken 
hearts), she writes with Underground her third novel and 
her very first dark romance!

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France bestseller rank: #184 in Suspenseful 
Romance (september 2020)
- Refreshing, addictive, sensual, a strong female charac-
ter, and most of all unique.
- The author immerses us in her dark, mysterious 
universe without warning.
- Between twists, secrets, betrayals, tensions and attrac-
tion, with Underground, Cindy Lia takes us on a rollercoas-
ter ride of emotions.

She’s just a contract to him... Unless 
the rules change, unless the girl resists, 
unless the game begins... now.“ ”
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THE DOLL ON THE HIGHWAY

Annie Kubasiak-Barbier

ROMANCE

The Work
Marieke the antiquarian, Lola the hairdresser and 
Rodolphe the estate agent have been friends since high 
school. For Rodolphe things are clear, in love with 
Marieke since the very beginning, he is considering 
nothing else but marrying her. He has even the blessing 
of her parents. But Marieke develops feelings for Lola, 
that prove to be mutual. Soon they move in together, 
much to the anger of Rodolphe, who refuses the situa-
tion. Lola sets only one condition for the arrangement 
of their new home: that of providing a room for her 
unborn nephew. 
The day her sister-in-law dies in a car accident, Lola 
takes care of her nephew whenever her brother is away, 
sometimes for weeks at a time. 
However, during a disastrous stay at her mother’s 
house, she learns that her brother is moving to Spain 
so that he can leave his son in the care of their mother. 
Lola will rarely see her nephew again. From then on, she 
has a fixed idea: to have a child of her own. She wishes 
for him a father who participates to his education and 
her choice falls on Rodolphe. But the latter, who was 
waiting for the time of his revenge will take advantage 
of the situation to impose a devilish contract on Lola. 
Caught between her desire for a child, her love for 
Marieke and an inexplicable attraction for her tormen-
tor, will Lola make the right choices? 

Will the relationship between the two women resist the 
irruption of the unborn child?

The Author
Annie Kubasiak-Barbier came to writing late, out of 
passion, beginning with poetry and an autobiographical 
novel. She belongs to the French association SACEM 
and has worked with several musicians. 

Key Sales Points
- A beautiful novel, punctuated by forbidden loves, 
secrets between friends, jealousies and childish desires.
- An intense love triangle between gays and hetero-
sexuals that raises the dramatic tension to its highest 
point. 
- The atmosphere of historic Paris with its small cafés 
and boutiques will win the reader over.
- With her light, flowing style, the writer tackles all these 
themes delicately and modestly, in a story with strong 
twists and turns.

An intense love triangle between a gay 
couple and an heterosexual man that raises 
the dramatic tension to its highest point. “ ”
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MY MOTHER-IN-LAW HATES ME 
(BUT I GIVE AS GOOD AS I GET) 

Laure Allard-d’Adesky

ROMANTIC COMEDY

The Author
Laure Allard d’Adesky loves her family, her animals and 
good wine, and she is addicted to romantic comedies 
and horror films. She published her first children’s book 
in 2014, following it in 2016 with the first volume of the 
Burger Royal saga, the second volume of which came out 
in October 2017. When not working on children’s books, 
she writes stories with strong heroines who live accor-
ding to the times and speak their mind. My mother-in-law 
hates me is her third novel.

Key Sales Points
- This book highlights an issue that has existed since the 
dawn of time: difficult relationships with in-laws.
- An skillfully constructed plot which uses a great deal 
of humour to decry a difficult situation that may lead 
to catastrophic consequences.
- A simple, flowing and very effective writing style.

The Work
Anaelle is a young woman who lacks self-confidence. A 
little overweight, she doesn’t find herself very 
attractive.

She has been in love with her best friend Axel for many 
years, but she never felt up to the gorgeous women he 
used to date. However, one day, pushed by the circums-
tances, she finally confesses her feelings to him, and 
they turn out to be mutual.

Everything works out fine for the young couple, who 
feels like they are living a wonderful fairy tale... Until 
the day Axel proposes to Anaelle.  When the bells ring, 
the lovers swear to love each other for ever and “for 
better or for worse” ─ but that is without counting on 
Diane, Axel’s mother, who decides to show her daugh-
ter-in-law just what “worse” can mean. Tyrannical and 
humiliating with her daughters-in-law, Diane will give 
Anaelle no respite. 

If her marriage is to have any chance of working, she 
will have to deal with her mother-in-law’s sly blows and 
sneakiness. And Anaelle has not said her last word, she 
has no intention of letting Diane walk over her...

Anelle gets married “for better or for 
worse”, but  her mother-in-law decides 
to show her just what “worse” can mean.“ ”
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CHRISTMAS SUCKS
Aurélia Vernet

ROMANTIC COMEDY

The Work
Josephine Olinsky, a self-confident and unscrupulous 
lawyer, hates Christmas and everything to do with it, 
especially its dripping, sickly-sweet silliness and 
sentimentality.

The only thing Aaron Starck, a best-selling author and 
seducer, hates even more than Christmas is that bitchy 
lawyer who managed to extort half his fortune from 
him in his divorce.

Yet the two of them have to spend Chritsmas holidays 
together after a stroke of (bad) luck. Between two 
passages of Aaron’s erotic romance and three marsh-
mallows, between glancing at Aunt Janine, a sixty-so-
mething-year old with no hang-ups, and an umpteenth 
grumble from grumpy grandpa René, the sly blows and 
unpleasantness begin to rain down.

But it is when  Joséphine’s mother, an assumed homo-
phobic, attacks Aaron’s two mothers, that our two 
protagonists will discover they have much more in 
common than what they could have ever imagined.

The Author
Catalan from top to toe, Aurélia Vernet lives in the 
south of France. She has always been an avid reader and 
has been writing herself for some years. She loves 
romance and mainly writes feel-good romantic stories 
and comedies. She enjoys mixing humour and love, 
creating realistic heroes and heroines to identify with. 
The reader must above all have a good time, dream, 
thrill and escape with the characters.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France besteller rank: #38 in “Naughty Humor 
and cheeky Humor”, #112 in “Naughty Humor and Erotic 
Humor” (September 2020).
- A flavoursome comedy, full of feelings and emotions, 
that takes readers into an exhilarating sensual whirlwind, 
all to the sound of Jingle Bells.
- A Christmas romance that will relieve the tension 
without falling into clichés.
- Cynicism, sex and misunderstandings. Christmas has 
never been so eventful!

A man and a woman that hate each other 
are forced to spend Christmas holidays 
together. But they might have more in 
common than what meets the eye.“ ”
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THE ACCURSED PRINCE 
VOL. 1: AETERNUM

Catherine Beaugrand

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

The Author(s)
Catherine Beaugrand has a literary background and 
trained in the field of communication. She is passionate 
about history, horses, drawing, reading and writing. In 
her first, two-volume novel Le Prince Maudit (The Cursed 
Prince), she revived the story of the Lords of Bourbon, 
which will soon be adapted for the cinema. Her stories 
are peopled by emblematic characters who exude a 
delicate romanticism and love always triumphs in the 
end.

Key Sales Points
- Soon to be adapted for the cinema.
- A historical fantasy romance set against the passage of 
time.
- An epic, romantic adventure.

The Work
In the year 1115 in France, Archambault VI de Bourbon 
nicknamed the Pupil is robbed of his inheritance by his 
uncle Aymon. He is imprisoned for life in a dark 
dungeon after seeing his beloved one convicted for 
witchcraft and burned alive on a stake.

Nowadays, Alix, 23 years old, returns to her home for 
one summer to be a tourist guide at the Château de 
Montluçon. Recently restored, it at last opens its doors 
to the public after years of being forgotten. However, 
she arrives home in a strange context, several young 
girls have been murders in old Montluçon since a few 
weeks.

Intrigued and fascinated by a mysterious apparition in 
a chapel of the castle, she tries to find out more and, 
despite herself, discovers a secret world that has lain 
hidden within her family for centuries.

Alix will find herself facing an impossible love and 
having to overcome various trials including that of her 
ancestral origins.

A young tourist guide is intrigued 
and fascinated by a mysterious appa-
rition in the chapel of a French castle.“ ”Best Sellers Rank (august 2020): 

#1 in Teenage Historical Romance
#3 in Teenage Middle Ages Fiction 
#3 in Teenage Time Travel Fiction
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THE ACCURSED PRINCE 
VOL. 2: AMOR VINCIT OMNIA 

Catherine Beaugrand

HISTORICAL ROMANCE

The Author(s)
Catherine Beaugrand has a literary background and 
trained in the field of communication. She is passionate 
about history, horses, drawing, reading and writing. In 
her first, two-volume novel Le Prince Maudit (The Cursed 
Prince), she revived the story of the Lords of Bourbon, 
which will soon be adapted for the cinema. Her stories 
are peopled by emblematic characters who exude a 
delicate romanticism and love always triumphs in the 
end.

Key Sales Points
- Amazon France besteller rank: #46 in “Medieval Fiction 
for Teenagers”, #60 in “Time Travel Fiction for Teena-
gers”, #64 in “Literary Fiction for Teenagers” (September 
2020).
– Soon to be adapted for the cinema.
– A historical fantasy romance set against the passage 
of time.
– An adventure that fully lives up to the first volume.

The Work
Alix has to be apart from Guillaume for a few months 
to undertake her training as a guardian. She hardly 
imagines she will fulfill her destiny in another world: a 
mysterious man comes into her life and guides her into 
an unknown universe, putting both her heart and mind 
to the test. 

Finding out about her origins upsets all of the young 
woman’s certainties and the phrase amor vincit omnia - 
love conquers all - assumes its full meaning.

A mysterious man comes into Alix’s 
life and guides her into an unknown 
universe, putting both her heart and 
mind to the test. “ ”
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MY KING. VOL.1

Marie Rose

ROMANTIC FANTASY

The Work
Paris: Five years earlier, the immortals had come out 
into the open to officially take power on “Treaty Night”, 
and on that night Hope’s whole life had been turned 
upside down. 
Since then, she has tried hard to keep her head above 
water and take care of her little brother but her hatred 
for the immortals, the vampires who killed her parents, 
has never left her. Until the evening when she meets a 
dark stranger with a dark, powerful aura whose purple-
tinted stare meets hers. 
While the owner of the bar where she works habitually 
abuses her after closing time, the vampire intervenes, 
mercilessly taking her torturer’s life. 
Afterwards, Hope’s whole life seems poised to change 
when she learns that the unknown man, Isaac, has 
bought the bar to put a vampire at its head, a far more 
decent manager than the human who ran it before. 
The attraction between Hope and Isaac is strong, and 
for good reason for she is his Soul Sister. In other words, 
they are bound together no matter what they do and 
when Isaac tastes Hope’s blood, all his powers are 
multiplied tenfold. 
But just as they begin their relationship, Hope discovers 
that Isaac is none other than the Vampire King who had 
ordered her parents to be killed.

The Author
At just 21 years old, Marie Rose is a talented author and 
final-year language student. Marie loves travelling, the 
cinema, writing and the world of vampires. She began 
writing very early and her stories are breathtaking!

Key Sales Points
- More than 5,000 copies sold in just 6 months.
- A first volume filled with plots, a meeting and an irre-
sistable attraction. Interesting, intriguing hateful and 
endearing characters.
- An original, adventure-packed story and a dramatic, 
emotionally testing ending.

Two opposites attract each other in a 
seemingly impossible, paranormal love 
story.“ ”
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SOUTHERN LANDS, VOL. 1
ONE DAY IT WILL BE US

Patrick Llewellyn

HISTORICAL NOVEL

The Author(s)
A former international headhunter who is passionate 
about history, Patrick Llewellyn has been specialising in 
the history of the great naval scientific expeditions of 
the 18th century for several years. After having contri-
buted to the organisation of the highly successful exhi-
bition, Art of Science in Australia (2017 to 2019), 
dedicated to Captain Baudin’s voyage, he has written 
the trilogy Terre Australe (Southern Lands), the fruit of 
four years of research in French, British and Australian 
naval archives.

Key Sales Points
- The first volume of a trilogy that tells the extraordi-
nary true story of the privateer Surcouf in the middle 
of the Indian Ocean, where spying and boarding enemy 
ships combine to make this a voyage of naval, human, 
scientific and artistic adventure.
- A well-documented book to be read as a great adven-
ture novel.
- A flowing writing style and a gripping story.

The Work
In 1800 Bonaparte has been in power for some weeks. 
France and Britain are at war, and from the Île de France, 
now Mauritius, Surcouf devastates the trade of the East 
India Trading Company. Despite this, France boasts of 
being the enlightened republic of scholars and scien-
tists, while Britain prides itself on not waging war on 
science. 

Furthermore, when Bonaparte sends a scientific naval 
expedition, commanded by Captain Baudin, to explore 
and map the far-off coasts of New Holland, now 
Australia, Britain is in favour, but nevertheless sends its 
own expedition in pursuit, commanded by Captain 
Matthew Flinders.

Spy, collision with enemy ships and rivalries will inter-
sect this extraordinary expedition, full of twists and 
turns.

The extraordinary true story of the privateer 
Surcouf in the middle of the Indian Ocean, 
where spying and boarding enemy ships 
combine to make this a voyage of naval, 
human, scientific and artistic adventure.“ ”
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WILLIAM WALLACE 
THE CRY OF FREEDOM 

Béatrice Balti

HISTORICAL NOVEL

The Work
Scotland in the year 1286. King Edward Ist of England 
invades Scotland and, in order to erase any national 
consciousness in the country, he brings the strong 
symbols of Scottish sovereignty back to England, inclu-
ding the Stone of Destiny.

While despair begins spreading among the people, 
William Wallace “Braveheart”, a young man of extraor-
dinary strength and intelligence, begins to fight the 
invader. Acting first as a simple guerrilla leader, despised 
by the local nobility, he later becomes General-in-Chief 
of the Armies, then Guardian of Scotland before beco-
ming an envoy to the Vatican and the court of Philip 
the Fair in France. Finally betrayed, his particularly cruel 
death illustrates the enormous potential danger he 
represented for the enemy.

William Wallace is one of Scotland’s national heros and 
was leader of the Scottish resistance against the English. 
The atrocious suffering of his execution brought about 
a national reaction that led to the victory of 
Bannockburn.

The Author
Béatrice Balti studied languages and history. Since Zeyda, 
servante de l’Alhambra, published in 2000, each of her 
works has addressed a key moment in human history. 
For her fourth book William Wallace, The Cry of Freedom, the 
author evokes the fate of a hero from a part of the 
world that she knows and particularly enjoys.

Key Sales Points
- Far from the romance and mythical character of Mel 
Gibson’s film, this book brings us back to historical 
reality.
- A story which is all the more poignant for being true.
- Written in an enjoyable style.

Far from the romance and mythical character 
of Mel Gibson’s film, this book brings us back 
to historical reality.“ ”
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FURTIVA LAGRIMA

Céline Guarneri

LITERARY FICTION

The Work
In his twilight years, Louis Maurand, a renowned critic, 
takes stock of his past.
In his art gallery, over the years, he must have pinned 
up many examples of feminine curves - evening stars in 
a loveless sky; yet, his Mona Lisa still paints herself in 
his eyes like a furtive tear, a sweet memory, far away 
but still very much present, forever hanging on the 
white walls of his life.
An absent, heartless, authoritarian and calculating 
father, he has also carefully prepared, throughout his 
life, the wooden frames within which his children’s 
professional and sentimental lives are inscribed. But the 
canvases of their lives will forever stay untouched by 
fatherly love. Louis Maurand does not share the 
spotlight.
That evening, however, he will write a letter to each of 
them before leaving this world. Is his leaving intentional 
or accidental?
After all these years of absence, indifference and 
unspoken family issues, Beatrice, Stanislas, Maxime and 
Hadrien set off in search of this shadowy father and a 
truth that is drawn on the very verge of tears...

The Author
Céline Guarneri is an author and consultant in commu-
nication and project management. In 2019, she created 
L’écrit devant soi (The writing before you) to offer her 
experience in training and education to the fields of 
literature, management and personal development. She 
is the winner of the 2000 “Lire en fête” competition for 
her text, Les femmes et le XXe siècle (Women and the 20th 

century) and was also awarded a prize for her short 
story Le héros en littérature (The Hero in Literature) in the 
literary programme “Vol de Nuit” in 2008.

Key Sales Points
- The author sculpts her characters with accuracy, 
emotion and tenderness, depicting the interweavings 
of family to the sad air of a tango, where exile is some-
times the easiest score to play.
- Around a family secret, a furtive tear crosses, gathers, 
separates and reunites the threads of the past.

One evening, Louis, an absent and authori-
tarian father, writes a letter to each of his 
children before dying in an accident.“ ”
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DISSONANCE 

Amélie Noel

LITERARY FICTION

The Work
While Noemie, an unusual child, hides behind a smooth, 
“perfect-little-girl” appearance, her head is a whirlwind. 
That’s because she is one of those people with “high 
cognitive and emotional potential.” Her lonely life 
flows by in gloomy emptiness, emotionally neglected 
by intellectual parents who are dizzy from work, confe-
rences and world travelling. 

When her much older sister, Marie, escapes this 
emotional deprivation, she is left alone and invisible, 
but on his own, her brother Jean recognises what is 
wrong and the dissonance in her life. They become 
inseparable and as their weak, exhausted mother is 
consumed by her bright social setting, they deal with 
the wounds from lack of love and break free from the 
toxic homelife where they sense a fatal fall.

Then there is the drama and total darkness of a 
life-threatening accident when a car hits Noemie.
This accident, followed by a second one, although 
dramatic, will lead to hope for survival, or rather a 
return to life, and the chance to finally exist by being 
oneself.

The Author
Amélie Noël is a doctor specialising in pain and pallia-
tive care. Writing has always been part of her daily life 
and one of life’s fractures has given her the urge and the 
desire to share this path of words and pain. Dissonance is 
her first novel.

Key Sales Points
- A moving, poignant novel, Dissonance will not leave you 
indifferent, nor unscathed.
- Another look at high-potential people and more gene-
rally at those who are “different”.

Behind her perfect-little-girl facade, Noemie 
is hiding a deep emotional emptiness and a 
tortured soul, but two dramatic events allow 
her to get back her taste for life.“ ”
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ULYSSES’ CHILDREN 

Carole Declercq

LITERARY FICTION

The Work
The camp of Idomeni in Macedonia, whose accommo-
dation conditions for migrants are terrible, has just 
been dismantled. Even if the road to the Balkans will 
not reopen. Every day, every night, more migrants are 
turned away at the border, and many young people 
have disappeared into the wilderness. 

Feriel, a little Afghan girl trying to reach Austria with 
her brother is a painful example.

But a meeting, a sharing with Elliniki, a very old Greek 
lady who lives in a secluded place in the wild Paiko 
massif will change the course of this tragic story. She 
will display cleverness and love for these two exiles lost 
in a strange world far from their sufferings. 

So different but not indifferent ...

The Author
A teacher of literature and ancient languages, with a 
passion for history, sociology and life stories, Carole 
Declercq cannot imagine writing without anchoring her 
actions in a historical or social context that leads us to 
reflect and resonate with characters who are always 
strong, romantic, almost emblematic. Disarticulating 
the psychological mechanics that provoke gesture, 
action, commitment, this is what she likes when she 
writes. She loves Elsewhere and Others. Writing is also 
for her to carry the voice of those who do not dare.

Key Sales Points
- The tragedy of migrants in Europe, a hot topic!
- The Idomeni camp, a humanitarian catastrophy in 
Europe, a terrible context where Carole Declercq 
describes a luminous story where the meeting allows all 
hopes ...
- A tragic world where encounters are still possible for 
a renewed life ...

After the dramatic dismantling of the camp 
of Idomeni, in Macedonia, Feriel, a little 
Afghan girl, tries to reach Austria with her 
brother. They will meet Elliniki, who will 
change the course of their tragic story.“ ”
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Julien est un jeune peintre à la bouillonnante ardeur, 
obnubilé par la mort, victime semi-consentante d’un 
système psychiatrique….
Ce texte est une  plongée dans les affres intimes de 
la création, la nécessité absolue de respirer par l’art, 
l’abandon total et implacable à la peinture... le génie qui 
frôle la folie et qui fait peur au commun des mortels,…
Avec une  question : être normal, quel en est le critère ? 
Qui sont ces personnes qui nous entourent et qui, 
un jour, fortes de leurs droits de jugement, 
seront en mesure de nous condamner aveuglément, 
Julien, nous, vous ?  
Un roman rare et passionnant.

Jack BOLAND est né en 1936 à Paris. 
Il commence à peindre dès son plus jeune âge 
et écrit  ses premiers textes à quinze ans. 
Il crée une troupe de théâtre en 1983 et 
interprète ses propres pièces. 
Il publie en 2001 « L’Algérie à en Mourir » et, 
en 2004 « Revers de Mémoire aux éditions Actes Sud. 

En Couverture 
Graphisme original
d’après une huile sur toile 
Œuvre de Jack Boland

JACK BOLAND, écrivain et peintre... 
il aime peindre depuis toujours, 
il s’adonne également à la 
photographie. Il illustre deux albums 
sur les artistes de Vallauris, 
village où séjourna longtemps Picasso...
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DEAD END 

Jack Boland

LITERARY FICTION

The Work
Since childhood, Julien has been obsessed with death. 
It fascinates him with the beauty he finds in it and for 
him it is the ultimate goal in life. THE moment not to 
be missed. 
As an adult, going from squat to squatting, he paints 
death in all its forms with passion. One day, during an 
exhibition, he meets Sigismonde, a young and trendy 
gallery owner. She is impressed by his work, buys his 
paintings, and organizes an exhibition. They become 
closer and closer and eventually get married.
Julien begins a successful artist’s life. His quota is at the 
highest, his fortune too. His couple is the darling of 
high society and he is invited to TV shows. However, 
his runaway success is built on the “trashy side” of his 
paintings. Buyers see it only as a speculation, an invest-
ments to hide in a safe, and have no interest in the 
artist’s message.
The descent will be even faster than the climb. During 
a walk in the countryside, he stumbles upon the corpse 
of a young girl. Fascinated, he spends hours looking at 
her. His wife, frightened by his behavior, has him 
confined under medical supervision in a psychiatric 
hospital. From then on, he lives in a golden cage, 
between his studio and his bedroom. He paints, but 
drugged, he is not much aware of anything. 

One day however, he stops swallowing his medications 
and gradually discovers the extent of the plot 
orchestrated by his wife.

The Author
Jack Boland was born in Paris in 1936. He began painting 
at a very young age and wrote his first texts at the age 
of fifteen. In 1983, he created a theatre company, perfor-
ming his own plays.
In 2001 he wrote L’Algérie à en Mourir, followed in 2004 by 
Revers de Mémoire, published by Actes Sud.

Key Sales Points
- Dead end is a satire and an unforgettable tragedy, a tale 
from which you do not emerge unscathed.
- This text plunges into the intimate torment of creati-
vity, the all-consuming need to breathe through art and 
utterly and stubbornly give oneself up to painting - a 
kind of genius bordering on madness that frightens 
ordinary people.
- In a psychiatric hospital, the artist becomes a perfectly 
controlled creation machine. Deprived of his life, he 
aims not to be deprived of his death.

A sickly painter trapped in his psychoses, is 
suddenly dazzeled with success and beco-
mes a prey to financial  speculators.“ ”
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18  €

ROMANROMAN

Deux personnes s’aiment et leurs solitudes s’aimantent.
Cela ressemble à une histoire d’amour simple et 
lumineuse, mais c’est sans compter sur les ombres 
que Max cache derrière ses silences…

Tom Noti 
Il vit au creux de montagnes 
majestueuses qui sont son oxygène.
Ses histoires racontent les gens qui avancent, 
vaille que vaille, avec leurs sentiments 
en bandoulière et les casseroles qu’ils trimballent.
Il est l’auteur de plusieurs romans 
dont «Les naufragés de la salle d’attente».
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THEY WERE 
WAITING FOR ME

Tom Noti

LITERARY FICTION

The Work
Two people love each other and their loneliness are 
magnetized. It sounds like a simple and luminous love 
story, but it is without counting on the shadows that 
Max hides behind his silences ...

Max is rather introverted and highly sensitive though, 
and somewhat distant too, even with his colleagues on 
building sites. When Halley finds out she is pregnant, 
they decide to get married.

Fatherhood is a commitment that worries Max. Abused 
as a child, he was placed in a foster family at a very 
young age. He has never known love and does not 
know what a family is, nor how he should love his child.

The birth of little Rosie will be the start of Max’s 
descent into hell, caught up in the whirlwind of uncon-
ditional and boundless fatherly love.

Out of love for his daughter and to avoid her suffering 
as he suffered as a child, Max decides to live on the 
streets. Rosie will have to learn to grow up with this 
different father, whom she seeks to hide not to be 
rejected by the other children at school.

The Author
Tom Noti lives in the hollow of the majestic mountains 
which give him his oxygen. His stories are about people 
who go forwards, no matter what, their feelings weighing 
heavily on their shoulders as a burden to be carried. He 
has written several novels, including Les naufragés de la 
salle d’attente, published by Paul&Mike.

Key Sales Points
- An original and well written story which unsettles all 
of our certainties.
- A social panorama that illustrates the vicious spiral of 
an abused child becoming homeless out of love.
- Readers become truly attached to the characters of 
this moving story. How can a child grow up in such a 
singular family?
- A tormented love story, told with great modesty, 
finesse and delicacy.

Fatherhood is a commitment that worries 
Max. Abused as a child, he has never known 
love and does not know what a family is, nor 
how he should love his child.“ ”
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THE FILM 

Cynthia Sardou

GENERAL LITERATURE

The Work
Louise Godwin, a 25-year-old woman has already won 
an Oscar for her role in “Secret in the Night” which 
notably deals with domestic violence. She is happy and 
her career is about to take off. She and Kevin fall under 
each other’s spell and soon the lovers get married.

Yet soon, everything in Louise’s life goes wrong. She 
feels that her husband, Kevin, is following her and and 
her friends and colleagues worry about the influence 
he has on the young actress. Louise’s acting in the films 
she is offered deteriorates and soon her career is at a 
standstill. 

Olga and Karl, Louise’s best friend and father respec-
tively, set out on a real investigation to shed light on 
who Kevin is. It is found that he is none other than 
Martin Peter, a former sociopathic actor who got into 
drugs. 

It is then that Louise discovers that she is living in a 
scenario worthy of the very film that made her famous.

The Author
Cynthia Sardou is the youngest daughter of the famous 
singer Michel Sardou and has notably worked in the 
press service of Les Victoires de la Musique and for a 
number of events, plays and musical programmes before 
developing a passion for journalism and becoming a 
public relations agent and editor. She has written seve-
ral books on her tragic past, including Appelez-moi Li Lou.

Key Sales Points
- A compelling story with to which many women who 
have been victims of domestic violence will identify.
- An inside look at how control works in the context of 
violence against women.
- A very topical subject in the context of #metoo.

Louise, a promising and awarded actress is 
quickly trapped in the twists and turns of 
domestic violence. Her own life seems worthy 
of the film that made her famous.“ ”

Up Coming
Cover
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COME BACK TO ME

Avril Clémence

GENERAL LITERATURE

The Work
Elena is only 13 years of age, but during a holiday in 
Frenne in a small village by the sea she becomes friends 
with a group of young adults while lying about her age. 
Only she will start a love affair with one of them, 
Tamao, despite the age difference. Elena’s father will 
strongly disapprove of this relationship and the two 
young people are now torn apart but still secretly 
pursue their romance. 

When they return to Paris, Elena and her mother will 
face the violence of the father. And, despite strong 
mother-daughter tensions, the two will confront him.

However, the young woman is going to grow up and 
meet young Timeo. Is this similarity between Timeo’s 
and Tamao’s first names really a coincidence? Will she 
manage to love him as she loved Tamao? 

When she comes back to Frenne to see him, she will 
have only one desire, to tell him: “Come back to me”.

The novel takes us through violent love stories full of 
rage. It deals with love relationships between a teena-
ger and an adult, domestic violence and even 
depression. 

The Author
Avril Clémence has loved reading, writing and foreign 
languages since she was a child. Her passions have led 
her to work as a translator. Her writing is mainly dedi-
cated to realistic intrigues at the very heart of today’s 
society, its morals and the misunderstandings they 
generate.

Key Sales Points
- The novel offers us a social reflection on the “what will 
people say” in a society that takes a negative view of 
the relationship between teenagers and adults and 
encourages the reader to reflect.
- We are moved by the story of the teenage girl that 
evolves throughout the book and we are waiting to 
know the end of her idyll.
- The characters are exhilarating, the realistic descrip-
tion of places and scenes plunges the reader deep into 
the novel.

Elena, after falling in love with an adult, is 
confronted with the incomprehension of her 
family because of her young age. But is there 
an age to love?“ ”
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THE CHAMELEON’S STORIES
TALES FROM MADAGASCAR 

Jean-Claude Rémy

GENERAL FICTION

The Work
The stories presented in this collection of tales are 
from the oral tradition of Madagascar. Jean-Claude 
Rémy has written and illustrated them in his own way, 
while preserving their freshness and their particular 
combination of mischievous and good-natured 
humour.

While the Chameleon Tales are typically Malagasy, they 
also recount universal themes that are not only for 
children. They are fables about wealth and poverty, 
strength and intelligence, resourcefulness and the 
happiness of being alive.

The Author
Jean-Claude Rémy is of French and Vietnamese origin 
and has lived in Madagascar for twenty years. As a 
biology teacher at the French Lycée in Tangier, he 
embarked on a career as a singer-songwriter in the 70s, 
releasing three successful albums and receiving the 
SACEM award in 1980.
He is a keen and knowledgable enthusiast of the 
underwater world, a teacher and an insatiable artist and 
illustrator. He was the author of a major book on scuba 
diving published by Orphie (2000).

Key Sales Points
- A lively, cheeky style, reflecting the quick-to-joke 
character of the Indian Ocean’s inhabitants.
- The writer describes humans and animals well, often 
giving them strong characters. They are mischievous, 
brave and clever, and have hidden skills for getting out 
of a scrape.

The Chameleon Tales recount universal 
themes that are not only for children. They 
are fables about wealth and poverty, strength 
and intelligence, resourcefulness and the 
happiness of being alive.“ ”
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